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5Abstract
The aim of my dissertation is to provide new knowledge and applications of microfluidics in
a variety of problems, from materials science, devices, and biomedicine, where the control
on the fluido-dynamics and the local concentration of the solutions containing the relevant
molecules (either materials, precursors, or biomolecules) is crucial. The control of interfacial
phenomena occurring in solutions at different length scales is compelling in nanotechnology
for devising new sensors, molecular electronics devices, memories.
Microfluidic devices were fabricated and integrated with organic electronics devices. The
transduction involves the species in the solution which infills the transistor channel and con-
fined by the microfluidic device. This device measures what happens on the surface, at few
nanometers from the semiconductor channel.
Soft-lithography was adopted to fabricate platinum electrodes, starting from platinum
carbonyl precursor. I proposed a simple method to assemble these nanostructures in peri-
odic arrays of µ-stripes, and form conductive electrodes with characteristic dimension of 600
nm. The conductivity of these sub-microwires is compared with the values reported in liter-
ature and bulk platinum. The process is suitable for fabricating thin conductive patterns for
electronic devices or electrochemical cells, where the periodicity of the conductive pattern is
comparable with the diffusion length of the molecules in solution.
The ordering induced among artificial nanostructures is of particular interest in science.
I show that large building blocks, like carbon nanotubes or core-shell nanoparticles, can be
ordered and self-organised on a surface in patterns due to capillary forces. The effective prob-
ability of inducing order with microfluidic flow is modeled with finite element calculation on
the real geometry of the microcapillaries, in soft-lithographic process.
The oligomerization of Aβ40 peptide in microconfined environment represents a new in-
vestigation of the extensively studied peptide aggregation. The added value of the approach
6I devised is the precise control on the local concentration of peptides together with the possi-
bility to mimick cellular crowding. Four populations of oligomers where distinguished, with
diameters ranging from 15 to 200 nm. These aggregates could not be addresses separately in
fluorescence. The statistical analysis on the atomic force microscopy images together with a
model of growth reveal new insights on the kinetics of amyloidogenesis as well as allows me
to identify the minimum stable nucleus size. This is an important result owing to its implica-
tions in the understanding and early diagnosis and therapy of the Alzheimer’s disease.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The aim of my Ph.D. dissertation is to provide new knowledge and applications of microflu-
idic devices in a variety of problems, from materials science, devices, and biomedicine, where
the control on the fluid dynamics and the local concentration of the solutions containing rel-
evant molecules (either materials, precursors, or biomolecules) is crucial. This is a very
compelling problem in nanotechnology, viz. how to control interfacial phenomena occurring
in solutions at different length scales. For this reasons, my activity ranged from modeling of
the microfluidic device, to its fabrication and integration into organic electronics devices.
The doctoral work has been pursued at the Nanostructures of Multifunctional Materials
Lab of the Institute for Nanostructured Materials Study (ISMN), belonging to the National
Research Council (CNR), under the supervision of Dr. Fabio Biscarini. The activities and
the training received can be briefly summarized:
• Study and optimization of the photolithographic parameters with mask-aligner facility
with training on the use of the split field microscope Suss MikroTek. Activities involv-
ing soft-lithography. Hot embossing on polymeric substrates with a hot plate Weber
press.
• Cleaning procedures of silicon wafers, native oxide or thermal oxide coated. Sur-
12
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face treatment and defined geometric patterning with silanes and processable polymers.
Plasma treatment and functionalization of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) by chemical
route. Training and measurement with contact angle to verify the effect on the surface.
• Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) of nanostructures and image analysis, training and
measurement. Contact and Tapping mode techniques to analyze platinum µ-stripes
and protein aggregates. Development of the algorithm for spatial correlation analysis
between grains identified in the AFM image.
• Desing and finite element calculation of the microfluidic devices, by software pack-
age Comsol Multiphysics 3.3a. Solution of the mass and momentum balance. Rapid
prototyping for surface patterning, employing micro molding in capillaries stamps.
The main results of the doctoral work are detailed in single chapters. An overview of each
argument is provided in the following sections.
1.1 Microfluidic device fabrication
Up to the present perspectives, microfluidics has been considered a direct outcome of minia-
turization, i.e. the possibility to handle efficiently nanoliters of solution, with analytical grade.
The fluidic microdevices are able to sustain rapid switching in the flowing medium, and can
be merged within parallel systems to enhance the velocity of recognition reactions, for exam-
ple the sequentiation of DNA, in a direct process without amplification1 .
Besides the fluid dynamic enabling aspect, microfluidic devices have been recognized as
fundamental in investigation of protein binding through interferometry2 , in capillary elec-
trophoresis, in protein crystallization by interface regulation3
Within my thesis work, I attempted to fabricate a microfluidic cell, to couple with sensing
device working in field effect modulation. The transducing effect of the transistor channel
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extends to the solution which occupies the volume confined by the microfluidic device. This
allows to measure what happens on the surface, at few nanometers from the semiconductor
channel. This integration has raised the necessity to improve the design of the microfluidic
cell to align with the sensing area of the organic field effect transistor. The geometry has to
vary according to each test pattern configuration. I have fabricated several microfluidic cells
with characteristic dimensions (width of the microchannel) ranging from 10 µm to 200 µm
actuated with external microsyringe, which can be assembled on top of organic field effect
transistor. The fabrication permitted to obtain a functional device with external elastomeric
sealing constraint.
1.2 Platinum electrodes fabrication
Platinum carbonyl clusters have been extensively studied as solution active catalyst, with high
performance in chemistry of hydrogenation , reduction of nitrites, integration within zeolites
to form materials with enhanced electron donor capacity .
Recently it has been reported that they are also quantum dots, with double emitting prop-
erties . Since the discovering of the synthesis steps, there has been interest and analysis
reported on the electronic properties of the self-assembled structures in solution4–6 and in the
conductor wires obtained with bottom-up approach.
In chapter 3 of the thesis I propose a simple method to assemble these nanostructures
in periodic arrays of µ-stripes, to form conductive electrodes with characteristic dimension
of 600 nm. The conductivity of this solution processed sub-microwires is compared with
the other results reported in literature, and with bulk platinum. The process is amenable to
fabricate thin conductive patterns for electronic devices or electrochemical cells, where the
submicrometric conductive pattern periodicity is comparable with the diffusion length of the
redox couple.
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In collaboration with CNR Nanostructured Multifunctional Materials Lab, and the Uni-
versity Catholique Louvain La Neuve , I obtained the fabrication of interdigitated electrodes
of field effect transistor device, completely made from solution processing, by means of soft-
lithografic techniques. The surface properties of the platinum contacts achievable with this
technique are directly comparable with roughness and textures obtained with vacuum depo-
sition techniques.
1.3 Alignment and ordering induced by capillary flow
The ordering induced among artificial nanostructures is of particular interest in science. This
knowledge can be applied to design new materials with different new properties and process-
ability. The possibility to obtain ordered arrays of nanotubes is specifically interesting for
the electronic transport7 or the mechanical strength they confer to the polymer blend8,9 . The
ordered arrays may be obtained with direct growth starting from template seeds, or with direc-
tional orientation induced among nanotubes already formed (gas flow10 , Langmuir Blodgett,
pulsed magnetic fields, electrospinning, alignment of lyotropic nematic suspensions
In the present work I describe the alignment of carbon nanotubes with surface tension
flow. The capillaries have a characteristic sub-micrometric dimension. The alignment is gath-
ered with control on a few number of Single Wall Carbon Nanotubes (SWCNTs) or single
bundles of Multi Wall Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNTs). The effective probability of inducing
order with microfluidic flow is modeled with finite element calculation on the real geometry
of the capillaries. Recent literature underline the physics at the base of fiber alignment in the
electrospinning process within polymer matrices, using bundles of carbon nanotubes11 . The
microfluidic simulation reported in the present thesis targets the behavior of single nanotubes
surrounded by surfactant shell, with a probability density approach. The electrical properties
of nanowires assemblies has been measured in the CNR NMM laboratory and assessed in
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comparison with the bucky paper sheet conductivity. Aligned Carbon Nanotubes, in submi-
crometric periodic arrays, exhibit a conductivity of ∼ 25µS/cm and a sheet conductivity of
16µS square at 10 V.
The assembly of colloidal particles with shaped monodispersity is influenced by capillary
flow and repulsion due to electrostatic forces. The second part of chapter deals with fluidic
alignment of spheroidal objects.
A 3D ordered structure of PS nanospheres served as molding template for calcination of
titanium oxide precursor. The inverse oxide structure has a regular hexagonal close packing,
with characteristic periodicity dependent on the dimension of the nanosphere and the calci-
nation process. Thanks to characteristic bimodal porosity, and the semiconducting properties
of TiO2, these nanocrystals can be integrated into photocatalytic systems with high efficiency
of conversion. The process described, rely on specific ratio between templating nanospheres
on TiO2 precursor, exploiting the surface interaction in the colloidal system.
1.4 Amyloid aggregation study in confined environment
Alzheimer disease is one of the most diffuse amyloid-related disease affecting elderly peo-
ple. The biochemical path within neuronal cells has been object of several analysis. Lately,
high throughput functional genomics was used to discover a G protein receptor, acting as a
modulator for Aβ peptide generation within human cells and mouse AD models.12 Models
can not prescind from concentration dynamics within the brain environment13 . The atom-
istic resolution by which the 3D structures form must be clearly identified, whether in the
aggregate form, or in the fibril forms14,15 , as well as size, at the nanometric level, correlates
with toxicity.
The Aβ peptide in oligomeric forms has been found to be generated within the intracellu-
lar environment16 , and consequently expelled. Atomic force microscopy was employed to
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characterize amyloidogenic self-assembly for different protein aggregates17,18
The research aims recently at the comprehension of the effect of these small oligomeric
forms of Aβ peptide on the impairment of cognitive functions in Alzheimer brain19 . Recent
trials on the immunization effectively point out the effect of different aggregate morphologies
on the pathogenesis of Alzheimer disease. The aggregates of β peptide are toxic to neurons
at the synapse level20 , whereas the fibrils and plaques induce inflammation response and
astroglyosis. It is therefore important to comprehend fully the mechanism of nuclei induced
polymerization at the initial stages, in environments where molecular crowding and interfaces
are similar to the real biologic tissue.
Chapter 5 reports the thesis work on the oligomerization of Aβ40 peptide in microcon-
fined environment, and characterize the evolution of four populations of oligomers, with
diameters ranging from 15 to 200 nm. These aggregates could not be addresses separately
in fluorescence, as exposed in current literature. This characterization by atomic force mi-
croscopy may add a tassel to kinetics of amyloidogenesis, looking at the different evolution
of each population density with concentration.
Chapter 2
Microfabrication
In this chapter there is a summary of the techniques involved in the process of microfabrica-
tion will be presented. The content is examined from an experimental point of view, leaving
the modeling of the geometry (i.e. analytical study, alignment induced on the surface by
capillary flow) to the following chapter.
The microfabrication process shares common aspects with MEMS (micro electro me-
chanical systems) device production, since the scope is still oriented towards the study and
control of flow dynamics at the microscopic scales.
Besides control of the volume and boundaries, which is usually the target in fluidic ana-
lytical devices, the fluidic cell must be sealed on the sensing device, therefore non conformal
geometry, roughness and chemistry of the interface are important.
The following sections describe the contact mode in thick film photolithography and
the fabrication of easily affordable high contrast (non binary) masks for photolithography
(sect.2.1.2), and replica molding, adopted to produce the microfluidic cell. Some detail is
provided on the surface modification of polydimethylsiloxane and the characteristic deforma-
tion effects which will occurr when the sensor device is coupled directly to the microfluidic
cell.
18
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In fig. 2.1we report a simple scheme to summarize the salient steps adopted for the present
work
Production of micrometric resolution mask (optical
reduction or laser lithography)
UV photolithography
1.
2.
3.
4.
Piranha treated glass
HMDS
Poisitive photoresist AR P3210
High contrast mask
Post-exposure bake and developing
Spin-coating of PDMS on photoresist
Curing of elastomer and release from
master
mask
empty
Glass+Piranha
Photoresist
mask
Chambers to be connected to inlet/outlet
Bottom to be sealed
Figure 2.1: Steps in the photolithographic of a microfluidic cell made of PDMS
2.1 Photolithography
2.1.1 Mask aligner
Fig. 2.2 shows the mask aligner used for the experiment. Mask aligner is a split field optical
microscope with high power UV used to expose a photosensitive film spin-coated on a sub-
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UV lamp
glass
mask
wafer
photoresist
glass
mask
wafer
air
photoresist
UV lamp
Figure 2.2: Suss Mikro-Tek Mask Aligner. Pictorial scheme of photolithography in contact
(above) and in proximity (below). Contact mode guarantees the best resolution achievable
for a scale 1:1 process, avoiding possible interference effects, due to the air gap present in
proximity.
strate. An x,y micrometric stage allows one to align the mask with micrometric resolution.
The lateral positioning can be down to 0.5 µm in accuracy.
The exposure can proceed in projection or in contact mode. In projection, the mask is held
between the condenser and the objective lenses, while in contact mode the mask is brought
in direct contact with the photoresist (shadow mask). With uniform exposure on the mask,
several copies of the unit design can be obtained at once across a large area. The effective
high throughput is the most important advantage, with respect to the step and repeat routine
occurring in projection mode.
Contact mode photolithography has however some drawbacks. It does suffer from wear-
ing during use. Some alignment systems, among which the Suss MikroTek mask aligner used
here, provide the technology to move the substrate further apart from the mask (in proxim-
ity), so that it can be put on duty for longer times. Apart from proximity (or soft contact), the
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mask aligner has also modes for hard contact and vacuum contact. In hard contact, the mask
is fully pressed against the photoresist, so that the maximum resolution is achieved (standing
the limit of 1:1 scaling allowed by contact photolithography); in vacuum contact, the gas
present at the interface is removed through vacuum pumping.
The minimum feature size is determined by diffraction limit of the wavelength of the light
adopted for exposure, giving the Rayleigh equation:
d ∼ λ/(2NA) (2.1)
. Experimentally the minimum feature size (wM) can be expressed in terms of wavelength
and distance between the mask and the substrate (sc):
wM = 1.4
√
λsc (2.2)
In this expression sc is taken to be equal to 12D (half of the photoresist thickness), otherwise
is taken to be the proximity distance, in a range comprised between 20 µm and 200µm. For
a thick photoresist layer of 10µm, this rule of thumb gives us a maximum resolution of
approximately 2µm.
2.1.2 Mask fabrication
Particular attention has been put in obtaining high resolution mask with optical reduction,
which improves the resolution achieved with standard ink-jet printing technology. The opti-
cally reduced mask was acquired employing high contrast and fine grained photographic film
exposed through high numerical aperture objective, with exposure and developing times se-
lected to increase the contrast of the etched film. The film grain limited the size of reproduced
features to a dimension larger than 15µm.
Although highly contrasted these masks contain a certain level of gray tones, largely
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Ch. Width [µm] (st. dev.
On
width)
[µm]
Height [µm] Volume [nL]
A 17.9 0.8 2.8 0.15
B 15.7 1.0 3 0.14
C 18.8 1.3 3.6 0.20
D 25.8 1.2 3.9 0.30
E 33.6 0.5 4. 0.40
F 41.7 0.8 4.2 0.53
G 45.8 1.4 4.2 0.57
H 54.5 1.2 4.3 0.70
I 63.1 2.5 4.3 0.81
L 66.8 2.2 4.3 0.86
M 70.7 2.5 4.2 0.89
Table 2.1: Experimental width, height and volume of microchannels obtained, after pho-
tolithography, on a thick film of photoresist (All Resist P3210). Immediately after spin coat-
ing, the thickness of the film was ≈ 10µm
ascribed to exposure, so they need to be tested in order to ensure the functionality, as well as
the best exposure time for the mask aligner. The presence of a background non completely
transparent, reduces notably the minimum size of the feature repeated by the mask.
2.2 Soft lithography
Soft lithography is the principal technology to explore the self-organization of molecules at
the interface. It uses polymer stamps to confine the solution. The geometry and the surface
properties of the stamp (surface tension, chemical functionalization) allow to use a bottom-up
approach to micro and nano lithography.21
Soft lithography includes different techniques (fig. 2.4). The most important are micro-
contact printing, micromolding in capillaries, solvent assisted micromolding, lithographically
controlled wetting.
Microcontact printing uses the relief structures on the surface of a PDMS part as a stamp
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1 mm 1 mm
200 µm 200 µm
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 2.3: Images of masks obtained with optical reduction techniques. a) Microfluidic
mixer (diffusion) on equispaced sections. 1st level mask. The resulting PDMS replica was
in direct contact with the sensing device (organic field effect transistor, not shown) b) Mi-
crofluidic mixer. 2nd level mask. The PDMS replica (obtained after photolithography) will
be sealed on top of the 1st level, after drilling holes in the round sections. c) Mask consist
in microchannels with different width, equispaced. The PDMS replica was used in MIMIC
of biomolecules. d) Microfluidic device designed to study the effect of the substrate surface
orientation on the reaction assisted by the flow.
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x
z
y
PDMS mold
Solution drop at the inlet
Peeling of PDMS mold
Infilling by capillary force
a) b)
PDMS mold
Peeling of PDMS mold
Drop cast on substrate
Pinning on protrusion
Pattern after deposition
Figure 2.4: Process schemes of soft-lithographic techniques. Adapted from Xia and White-
sides (1998)21 (a,b,c) and from Cavallini and Biscarini (2003)22 (d). a) Micromolding in
capillaries (MIMIC); b) Solvent-assisted micromolding (SAMIM); c) Microcontact printing
(MCP) d) Lithographically Controlled Wetting (LCW)
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to transfer a pattern of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) to the substrate by contact. SAMs
can be created by immersion of the substrate in a solution containing a ligand with anchoring
and head groups (i.e. octadecyl thiol CH3(CH2)7SH). The head group determines the surface
property of the monolayer. In microcontact printing, the stamp is wetted with the solution
and pressed on the substrate surface.21
Micromolding in capillaries (MIMIC) uses capillary forces to fill the gaps between the
substrate and the PDMS master. The PDMS is pressed against a planar substrate, sealing the
walls and creating capillary channels. A drop of solution containing the desired molecules
is placed at the ends of these channels and fills them automatically due to capillary forces.
After evaporation of the solvent, or curing of prepolymers, the PDMS master is peeled, and
the structures remain on the substrate surface.
Solvent assisted micromolding is similar to conventional embossing technique. Instead
of using heat and compression, this technique uses a solvent to wet PDMS stamp and soften
the structural polymer. The solvent only dissolves the structural polymer and not PDMS. The
stamp is pressed on a polymer film, which dissolves in the solvent and fills the gaps between
relief structures of the stamp.
In Lithographically Controlled Wetting, the stamp is gently placed in contact with a liq-
uid thin film spread on a substrate. Capillary forces drive the solution to form menisci under
the stamp protrusions. The solution remains pinned to the protrusions upon solvent evap-
oration. As the critical concentration is reached, the solute precipitates from solution onto
the substrate, giving rise to a structured thin film replicating the pattern of the stamp. The
process yields nanometer resolution and can be effectively used to promote self-organization
in a confined space delimited by the stamp’s feature.22
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2.2.1 Chemical properties of PDMS
Several curable polymers may be used as structural material for elastomeric stamps. Poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) has the advantages of being optically transparent and having a low
surface energy, PDMS is one of the most used materials for fabricating microfluidic devices.
PDMS has inorganic siloxane backbone with methyl groups attached to silicon. (see
fig.2.5 )
Dimethyl siloxane (fig. 2.5b) are polymerized with an alkali catalyst. Small quantities of
hexamethyl disiloxane are added to terminate the siloxane chains. To reduce mold shrinkage
low MW siloxanes can be removed by solvent extraction or thermal treatment. In solvent
extraction, volatile siloxane is removed by washing in methanol; in thermal treatment the
polymer rubber is steamed or air stripped at 250°. These processes reduce the volatile frac-
tion from around 10% to less than 2%. Silicon based elastomer is ten times more permeable
to gases than other rubbers. The solubility of gases in polysiloxanes is similar to that for
other polymers, but the diffusion coefficients are much higher. PDMS is soluble in chlori-
nated hydrocarbons, aromatic hydrocarbons, aliphatic hydrocarbons. It is moderately soluble
in ketones, esters, ethers, but insoluble in alcohols and water. PDMS is commercially avail-
able in various forms and is produced by Dow Corning under the trademark Sylgard 184.
The silicon oil is shipped separately from the initiator Both components are mixed in ratio
10:1 or 5:1 and cured either by temperature or UV exposure. After curing PDMS becomes
durable elastomer, consequently it conforms to surface to which comes in contact; it is resis-
tant against humidity and thermal gradients, but it can be swollen by its solvents.
Elastic deformation can limit the aspect ratio of the structures, because low aspect ratio
may lead to sagging of non-contact regions, viceversa too high aspect ratios may turn out in
collapsing free standing replicas.
Surface properties of PDMS can be manipulated with oxygen plasma treatment to in-
crease the number of the hydroxyl groups on the surface and change the surface hydropho-
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Figure 2.5: Polydimethylsiloxane and its components in commercial formulation Sylgard
184 provided by Dowcorning..
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bicity into temporary hydrophylic.
Many patterning protocols have been evaluated starting from PDMS stamps,(i.e. micro-
contact printing), and most of them have been downscaled to nanopatterns. Microcontact
printing uses the protrusions characteristic of the PDMS replica, to transfer a self-assembled
monolayer to the substrate surface, by conformal contact, whereas micromolding in cap-
illaries takes advantage of the PDMS stamp low surface energy, to infill a polymer or its
precursors inside the nanometric channels.
2.2.2 Replica molding
The process of replica molding yields high resolution fidelity in the polymerization step of
PDMS on the surface of master. The injection molding technique, applied to PDMS, profits
similar results as replica molding from casting of the liquid prepolymers on the master. As
the polymerization process starts immediately after the mixing of the two components, in-
jection put in place after some time from the mixing, would result in a high occurrence of
defects within the bulk polymer or near the surface, because the shrinking effect will enlarge
microscopic defects, but there will be no relaxation of the polymer chains to partially mitigate
it.
An example of the microfluidic device obtained by replica molding is shown in fig 2.6
. To enhance the releasing from the master, which is anyway favored by the low surface
energy of cured PDMS, masters are often subject to silanization vapors. The silanization
has been optimized to reduce any effect on the polymer replica. The presence of silane
film, which undergoes reorganization during the thermal process of curing PDMS, may be
irrelevant for micrometric sized structures, whereas when dealing with nanometric patterns,
the silane layer account as additional 2D layer replicated by PDMS.
Large integration of multilayer structures is possible with a strategy of alignment and cur-
ing of superimposed PDMS replicas.23 Spin coating PDMS precursors at 4000 rpm produces
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Figure 2.6: Consecutive steps in replica molding process. Starting from the mask obtained
by optical reduction, we obtained the replica in PDMS after the photolithographic process.
The replica is afterward aligned on the test pattern of FET device. Time shots of infilling by
capillary forces is provided with blue dye.
a thick layer (10µm), which is partially cured, detached and aligned on top of another PDMS
layer. A following curing step bonds the whole structure over the underlying silicon wafer.
Access holes are obtained by piercing PDMS with glass capillaries in such a way to
preserve free channel inlet sections and dust free surface around the hole via. This avoids
that dust prevents sealing of the microfluidic device and changes the flow lines between the
vertical and horizontal channels.
The curing temperature has almost no influence on resolution of micrometer sized struc-
tures, although it accounts for the success of the process when replicating features with char-
acteristic size of a few nanometers. In fig. 2.7 there is an example of replica of 30nm high
periodic pattern (270nm width × 30nm height) obtained at 100 ° C in 15 minutes.
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a) b)
Figure 2.7: AFM images of submicrometric structures in PDMS. The replica is done on a
master with periodicity of 350nm, with curing temperature T = 100 °C. a) AFM tapping
mode image of the polyethylene master, b) AFM tapping mode image of the PDMS replica.
2.2.3 Surface modification of PDMS
The most adopted precess in chemical modification of PDMS is oxygen plasma treatment.
Low power plasma produces exposure of hydroxyl groups on the surface in contact with
plasma, and therefore enhances its hydrophylicity. The surface forces of the modified plasma
treated PDMS are comparable to those present on naturally high-energy interfaces, such as
mica. However, water condensing on such hydroxylated interface determine the reconsti-
tution of dioxygen bonds which recover the original material hydrophobicity. Surface oxi-
dation by means of plasma treatment may be followed by silanol chemistry for attachment
of 3-aminopropyl, or radical chemistry, for attachment of acrylic acids, acrylamide, dimethy-
lacrylammide, 2-hydroxyethylacrylate, PEG-monomethoxyacrylate. Also non covalent mod-
ification of the surface has been reported by means of anionic coatings of sodium dodecyl
sulfate.24
A peculiar approach in surface modification consists of using sol-gel process to form
nanometric silica particles throughout polymerized PDMS. To form such particles a pre-
cursor soluble in the PDMS matrix, such as tetraorthoethylsilicate (TEOS), is hydrolyzed.
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Figure 2.8: AFM images of submicrometric structures in PDMS after formation of silica
nanoparticles on the surface.
Particles are formed through the condensation of hydrolyzed silanes, catalyzed in acidic or
basic environments.
Si(OR)+2H2O→ SiO2 + 4ROH
This approach proved to be effective in reducing the adsorption of peptides in few hours, and
increasing the hydrophyilicty of the PDMS native which brings contact angle from 108° to
90°.
2.2.4 Conformal contacts and sealing
Technological aspects regarding the integration of a microfluidic device on top of the active
area of the sensing devices (i.e. field effect transistors), concern the capability of the complete
ensemble to sustain the pressure of the actuating flow, in special case when one or more
surfaces are hydrophobic. The mechanism to ensure sealing of fabricated devices rely on two
strategies:
1. evaluation of the maximum pressure sustained by the microfluidic device, by modeling
the peeling force25 between the PDMS surface and the underlying substrate;
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2. adding external constraints which damp the deformation of the PDMS under fluid pres-
sure, and maintain the fluid confinement. It is worth noticing that microfluidic fabrica-
tion, sealing is usually achieved with multilayer PDMS, with partial curing steps in the
fabrication process.
Starting from the Hertzian contact under normal load P0, the apparent Hertzian load P1 is
given by26
P1=P0 + 3γpiR+
√
6γpiRP0 + (3piRγ)2
where γ is the adhesion energy, and R = R1R2/(R1 +R2) the radius of contact. From the above
equation, it is possible to derive the pull-off force, given by (when the surfaces are separated):
Ppull−o f f = −3/2γpiR
The adhesion force generated by the Laplace pressure is given by:
Fw = 2pirγ(cos(θ1) + cos(θ2))
where rm is the radius of meniscus.
2.2.5 Virtual prototyping
In order to evaluate the suitable geometry for a microfluidic device that confines liquids with
volume ranging around 100 nL, we simulate the behavior of the material system with help
of a finite element software (Comsol Multiphysics) that provides numerical solution to fluid
dynamic and structural mechanics equations, relevant to our problem. The microfluidic part
fabricated by photolithography and replica molding is coupled to the hydrophobic structure at
the bottom. We choose to decouple the fluid dynamic from the stress-strain model, because
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Figure 2.9: The geometry of the microfluidic device comprising the actuating mechanism is
shown schematically on the left. The liquid enters a microchannel of 300µm width × 20µm
height from inlet and leaves it in incompressible fashion from the outlet. On the right it is
shown the result of calculation of the velocity field, the geometric grid is still visible in the
result due to aspect ratio of structure and to transparency set on the image. Below the pressure
trends resulting from calculation in characteristic middle sections.
of clarity, assuming that the pressure of the fluid within the microdevice is a monotonic
characteristic without sharp discontinuities. The fluid velocity and pressure in the microcell
is calculated solving the Navier Stokes equation, with boundary conditions determined by
the external actuating syringe (see fig.2.9 ) The pressure difference is set to zero at the outlet
of the microdevice, whereas at the inlet the condition is set on the velocity of the fluid.
This corresponds to direct configuration because experimentally we set the velocity of the
moving pistons of the syringe and the pressure within the microdevice may be variable due
to resistance opposed by viscous forces.
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The resulting profile of the pressure acted by the fluid is then applied to the structural
PDMS elastomer. (see fig. 2.10). Besides this pressure, adhesion force due to hydrophobic
interaction is set on the interface between the microdevice and the hydrophobic organic layer.
If deformation due to pressure is higher than 10 nm, hydrophobic interaction forces stop to
be dominant and the sealing of confinement within the microchannel is potentially lost. If the
surface of PDMS is silanol activated (i.e. plasma treatment), the adhesion force is notably
higher, forming bonds which undertake higher pressure, although these bonds can not be
released.
2.3 Glass microchambers for cell cultures
Microfluidics can be useful to reduce the volume of in silico experiments to the space occu-
pied by a single cell, in preconditioned environment. Moreover the same cell can be detached
and escorted to specific areas, where chemical stimulus is provided by nanoliter volume de-
livery. The electrochemical response and membrane potential differential can be detected by
organic electronic device nearby.
We fabricate glass microchamber to explore the possibility to control the cell positioning,
with fluidic technology. The process is based on the following steps (see fig. 2.12):
1. A thick AR P 3210 photoresist film (10µm), spin-coated on pirañha treated glass, was
UV exposed, through high resolution mask. After development, the resulting pattern
was post-baked in oven at 130 °C in order to cross link the polymer matrix and ensure
adhesion on glass.
2. The resulting glass+photoresist was etched in a small volume of HF acid solution (10%
diluted in water), in sealed beaker for 30 minutes, paying careful attention on the neu-
tralization of the waste with Ca(OH)2.
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Figure 2.10: On the left the force layout on the boundaries of the microfluidic cell. On the
microchannel walls the fluid exerts a pressure normal to the surface, in particular the upper
part, on the lower surface of PDMS replica there is adhesion contact between two hydropho-
bic surfaces. The plot at right up represents the displacement (also due to deformation) of
the chip if the device was constrained in just one physical point. In the lower left corner the
displacement in case of strong adhesion between the PDMS and the substrate (for example
after plasma treatment). At the lower right corner, there is the displacement in the case of
additive external constraint along the PDMS border.
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Figure 2.11: Video rate picture snapshots of a single cell moving through the channel of the
glass microchamber. Video rate is fixed to 1/15 s.
HF etched glass isotropically, whereas the areas covered by the photoresist were preserved.
In such a way, it was possible to etch a channel of variable size, up to the passage allowed for
a single cell.
After obtaining the glass structure, a polymer cap was added to seal the chip. Differential
scanning calorimetry were carried on to select the optimal condition for sealing without clog-
ging the thin glass cavities. Infilling imaging of the microfluidics channels has been acquired
with high resolution camera to verify that the volume occupied by the liquid was precisely
confined.
Microfabrication of glass microchamber involving solution-process of platinum thin films
and glass etching was set up for simple design of linear fluidic channel with parallel elec-
trodes. See (fig.2.13 bottom-left) for result. The channel section obtained with etching
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techniques has trapezium shape with resulting lateral dimension increased of ~40 % with
respect to mask features. The process guarantees intrinsically the alignment of the electrodes
to the microfluidic channel, and the low roughness of the metal electrodes over which an
elastomeric cover is placed and treated thermally to enforce the sealing of the microdevice.
In this case platinum thin film has thickness of ~60 nm (see Section 3.2), whereas glass mi-
crochannel has depth of ~1.5 mm. The microchannel can be observed with optical microscopy
(reflection and transmission), being the PDMS cover transparent to light in the visible range.
Three sets of samples with characteristic channel width of 20, 30 ,40 mm (see fig.2.12e) ) has
been produced for test on glioma cell cultures.
An initial build for external infilling actuator has been set up and checked for microfluidic
seal against transistor active area. We tested the tightness of fluid compartment, varying the
infilling pressure. In this case the infilling pressure is modulated to be less than the adhesive
seal obtained between the PDMS cover and the underlying transistor.
The velocity field within the microenvironment will affect the result of cell attachment
and viability assays. The flow, at which cells are seeded in first time on the substrate, is
responsible for active positioning on the substrate. At the same time the velocity of medium,
during feeding, has to be controlled to avoid detachment of biological samples with mixing.
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a) b)
c) d)
mask
etch in photoresist
etch in glass PDMS top seal
e)
Figure 2.12: Fabrication of glass/PDMS microdevice for cell positioning. a) UV exposure
of thick photoresist spin coated on glass, b) Development of photoresist and post-backing, c)
Isotropic wet etching of glass, d) Top sealing with PDMS, e) Optical images of variable-width
µ-channels obtained with different UV masks.
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Figure 2.13: Diagram of the external infilling actuator setup on the inverted microscope.
Optical micrograph of glial cells living within PDMS microchannel. Color enhancement is
provided to distinguish change in morphology of the same cells after 24 hours. The number
is reduced due to detachment occurring after medium replacement.
Chapter 3
Platinum electrodes fabrication
In the following chapter, I present experimental results concerning the fabrication of platinum
electrodes, obtained from precursor in solution, platinum-carbonyl. The process is based on
two soft-lithography techniques: micro-molding in capillaries and lithographically controlled
wetting. The design of the elastomeric stamp has been optimized specifically to obtain submi-
crometric wires with conductance ∼ 34S/cm. The work done to achieve this result is reported
in section 1.
This technique can be adapted to work on different length scales, envisaging the possibil-
ity to assemble a device completely fabricated with elastomeric stamps. In section 2, I report
the work done in this direction, to prepare a field effect transistor, all organic, by additive soft
lithography.
3.1 Conductive Sub-micrometric Wires of Platinum-Carbonyl
Clusters Fabricated by Soft-Lithography
A major effort in nanotechnology has been devoted to the patterning of active materials into
size and shape controlled structures, to achieve the ambitious goal of controlling physical
40
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properties through the control of materials at different length scales.27 However, the inter-
connection of active nanostructures with the macroscopic world is still an open problem that
severely limits many applications. In order to connect systems across length scales, tech-
nology requires easily processable highly conductive wires that are stable under ambient
conditions. Noble metals, such as Au and Pt, widely used in microelectronics, are ideal
candidates for these purposes due to stability versus oxidation combined with a high con-
ductivity. Several methods have been proposed for fabricating highly conductive micro- and
nanowires. Among them, in situ controlled deposition of metal-organic precursors from va-
por phase, followed by Focused Ion Beam (FIB) or Electron-Beam (EB)28 decomposition,
are quite effective, widely adopted in laboratory research. However the apparatus required
are expensive and the technique is difficult to upscale, which limit their technological appli-
cation. A breakthrough approach involves material precursors, which can be processed and
patterned from solutions, viz. within the same technological platform as organic semiconduc-
tors.29Examples include Ag30–32 or Au33 nanorods, Cu and FeS34,35 nanowires, and metal
oxides semiconductors.36 Here I describe the use of solution processable metal carbonyl clus-
ters for conductive nanowires. They offer the possibility to process several metals or even
combinations (alloys) of different metals from a variety of solvents and mild curing condi-
tions. Evidence supporting this approach comes from solution casting of water/2-propanol
solutions of [Pt3n(CO)6n]2− (n=4-6) on several substrates which yields the preferential for-
mation of Pt nanowires over other morphologies.37 Moreover, as inferred from TEM images,
well-defined Pt morphologies, including Pt nanowires, have also been obtained by preparing
[Pt3n(CO)6n]2− (n=4-6) dianions in the micropores of zeolites, followed by thermal decom-
position. Nonetheless, both of these approaches do not yield the formation of ordered struc-
tures. The problem of promoting a controlled highly ordered assembly of metal clusters is
overcome by confining the deposition of Pt carbonyl clusters with the use of stamps21,22,38
therefore changing the degrees of freedom and the time scales of the deposition. Within soft-
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Figure 3.1: Diffraction pattern of the annealed film of 1 cast on glass. The Miller indexes,
which correspond to the metallic Pt phase, have been reported.
lithography framework, I used Microinject Molding in Capillaries (MIMIC)39,40 to obtain
a pattern of sub-micrometric stripes of the Pt carbonyl clusters [NBu4]2[Pt15(CO)30], and
I compared its conductive properties with continuous thin solid films. Furthermore the Pt
carbonyl µ-stripes are turned into metallic Pt nanowires after thermal decomposition. De-
composition of the platinum-carbonyl and precipitation of structured crystals from different
solutions have been studied in sub-micrometric channels.
The molecular precursor employed for the fabrication of Pt wires is the [NBu4]+ salt
of the [Pt15(CO)30]2− (1) cluster anion (Fig.3.1) for several reasons. First, it can be easily
synthesized in water from commercial Pt salts, as recently reported.6 Moreover, molecular
species, depending on the cluster size and the nature of the counterion, self-assemble upon
crystallization to yield molecular wires,5 which are organized into 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D struc-
tures.
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3.1.1 Films
Films of 1 were prepared by drop casting 20 µL of its solution (0.6 g/L) in dimethylfor-
mamide (DMF) or tetrahydrofuran (THF) on glass. The nature of the deposited materials
largely depends on the experimental conditions. Micro-IR experiments on samples obtained
by drop casting in air show that the deposited material retains its molecular carbonyl nature
when volatile solvents such as THF or acetone are used. Conversely, when a less volatile
solvent such as DMF is employed, the Pt-carbonyl clusters decompose during evaporation
in air to give Pt colloids, which are contaminated by organic species, arising from the tetra-
alkyl ammonium cations. This solvent-dependent decomposition behavior is not observed
when depositing the cluster solutions under a nitrogen flow; in this case, in fact, the de-
posited material always retains the carbonyl molecular nature of the precursor, independently
of the solvent used. Moreover, the samples grown under a nitrogen atmosphere show rod-like
crystals, which are more than 50 µm long with an aspect ratio of >10:1 (see Fig.3.2a).
The observation under crossed polars (Fig.3.2b) shows the typical behavior of optically
anisotropic materials; i.e., the crystals appear colored under crossed polars, where the colors
range from green to yellow depending on the local thickness. Evidence of light extinction in
regions of the crystals indicates that each crystal is formed by several domains, whose length
ranges between 2 µm and 15 µm. No evidence of preferential orientation of these domains is
observed. On the other hand, the samples grown in air appear inhomogeneous and very rough;
no sign of birifringence has been observed by optical microscope. The different appearance
of the samples deposited under nitrogen compared to the ones obtained in air is consistent
with the fact that these compounds are air-sensitive in solution. The decomposition of 1
is confirmed by the spectroscopic evidence that 1 loses its molecular carbonyl nature when
deposited in air. In all cases, thermal treatment in air at temperatures higher than 100 °C
decomposes the carbonyl clusters removing completely the organic components.
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA), shown in Fig.3.3, clearly indicates that already at
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Figure 3.2: Optical micrographs (magnification 50x) of 1 on glass after deposition under
nitrogen. (a) Micrographs taken under unpolarized light. (b) Micrographs taken with crossed
polars oriented along the axes of the image.
Figure 3.3: TGA of 1. The weight becomes constant at ca. 70% of the original above 100 °C
(theoretical Pt content for [NBu4]2[Pt15(CO)30] is 68.8%).
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ca. 100 °C all the carbonyl ligands and the [NBu4]+cations are removed from 1 leaving only
metallic Pt.
3.1.2 Patterning of Sub-micrometric Stripes.
The sub-micrometric stripes of 1 have been fabricated by Microinject Molding In Capillaries
(MIMIC). A stamp made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), whose motif consists of parallel
protruding lines (125 nm thick, 300 nm width and 740 nm pitch), is placed in contact with
the surface. The grooves between the protrusions in contact with the surface form the micro-
cavities, which once in contact with the silicon oxide substrate delimit the sub-micrometric
channels. When the solution is poured at the open end of the stamp, the liquid spontaneously
fills the channels under the effect of capillary pressure. After the complete evaporation of
the solvent (using DMF, 24 h at room temperature) the stamp is gently removed. The self-
organization of the solute enters into play at the later stages of shrinking, when the solution
reaches supersaturation. Spatially organized nanodots or crystallites are fabricated by ex-
ploiting dewetting, ripening, and crystallite growth.
3.1.3 Finite Elements Simulation of the Microchannel Infilling.
The infilling of PDMS-confined µ-channels is due to the capillary force and depends on
surface tension and friction between the solvent and the channel walls. Equating these con-
tributions to pressure differences arising in the channel, it is possible to determine the local
rate of flow, thus the time necessary to fill the microchannel. In this manner, it is possible to
control the distance flown by the solution inside the channel
Re · f · (η ·w)/(2 ·D2p) · z = 2σcos(θ)/Dp (3.1)
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Figure 3.4: Finite elements simulation of the µ-channel infilling. (a) Velocity distribution for
the main section of the µ-channels (mean value of 8 mm/ s). (b) Vorticity distribution for the
main section of the µ-channel.
where Re is the Reynolds number, f , a geometrical factor, η, the viscosity of the solution,
w, the velocity of the fluid along the main stream, σ, the surface tension, θ, the contact
angle of the meniscus, and Dp, the wet perimeter of cross-section. Applying (eq 3.1) on a
finite elements grid over the system domain we obtain a velocity field, which depends on the
presence of the PDMS mold.
The mean velocity calculated for our system is 8 mm/s which, using a stamp 6 mm length,
corresponds to a time of infilling of 0.75 s. As depicted in Fig.3.14, the rate of the solution
inside the microchannels is not constant but it tends to be faster in the center of the í-channel
with respect the border of the í-channel. Furthermore, the simulation shows a high vorticity
during the infilling (the vorticity defined as [(wy − vz)2 + (uz −wx)2 + (vx − uy)2]1/2 where x,
y, z are the spatial coordinates, u, v, w the corresponding velocities, and uy the derivative of
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u with respect to y), which indicate the laminar flux is distorted by geometry of the channel.
Although these effects are not intense enough to induce turbulence in the flux, they cause
inhomogeneous distribution of the solute along the µ-channels when the solvent shrinks.
As shown in Fig.3.5 µ-stripes of 1 exhibit birefringence under a polarized optical micro-
scope, with domains exceeding 20 ím. The observation under crossed polars shows that the
µ-stripes appear homogeneously colored. This indicates that their thickness is almost con-
stant over the entire stripe. By rotating the microscope stage (viz. the crystal orientation vs
the polarized light) the µ-stripes extinguished (became dark) in four positions at intervals of
90° when the crossed polars were oriented parallel (perpendicular) to them while they are
brightest when the crossed polars were oriented at 45°. The occurrence of light extinction
at the same orientations for all the domains indicates that the µ-stripes were grown with the
same orientation. This means that the confined deposition has induced a coherent, long-range
order along the direction of the stripes. As expected the stripes deposited in air do not exhibit
birefringence.
3.1.4 Electrical Characterization.
The electrical properties of the µ-stripes were studied using a two-probe configuration. Two
gold pads to be used as electrodes were thermally evaporated on top of the pattern of µ-stripes
through a square TEM grid (50 mesh) (Fig.3.5). The length of the í-stripes was measured
using optical microscopy and the width and the thickness of the µ-stripes were measured
analyzing the topography of the sample by AFM. It was observed by AFM and optical mi-
croscopy that not all the stripes are connected. It is thus relevant to consider the average
number of stripes, which are connected, contributing to the current. The conductance of a
single µ-stripe was calculated using the relationship κtot = n · κsingle, where κtot, n, and κsingle
are the conductance measured, average number of continuous stripes, and the conductance of
each stripe, respectively. Although a small percentage of the devices (15%) exhibit an irre-
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Figure 3.5: Optical micrographs of micrometric stripes fabricated on glass by MIMIC using
[NBu4]2[Pt15(CO)30] solutions under nitrogen, with crossed polars. (a) Rotated 30° with
respect the polars and (b) parallel (perpendicular) to the polars. (c) Corresponding AFM
images.On the right, the optical micrographs of gold pads evaporated on µ-stripes.
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Figure 3.6: Le f t. Current density-voltage characteristic of 1: µ-stripes fabricated in air (),
drop cast film (©), and µ-stripes fabricated under nitrogen (4). Right. Comparison of current
density-voltage characteristic of annealed and unannealed µ-stripes of [NBu4]2[Pt15(CO)30]
fabricated under nitrogen (current density is plotted on log scale).
producible non-ohmic I/V curve, all kinds of samples (i.e., prepared in air or under nitrogen
and the annealed and as fabricated samples) show an ohmic behavior in the voltage range -8
V to +8 V but with a different electrical conductivity.
Fig.3.6 shows the J/V curve of the µ-stripes fabricated in air and under nitrogen and the
film prepared under nitrogen (the film prepared in air exhibit irreproducible behavior due to
the higher number of defects).
Both the µ-stripes (fabricated in air protected by the stamp or fabricated under nitrogen)
and the film drop cast under nitrogen exhibit an ohmic behavior in the voltage range -8 V
to +8 V. It is remarkable that the µ-stripes fabricated under nitrogen exhibit an electrical
conductivity of (2.1 ± 1.5) 10−2 S/cm, which is 1 order of magnitude larger than that of the
corresponding thin film (≈1.0 ×10−3 S/cm) grown by drop casting. On the other hand, the
µ-stripes fabricated in air (thus with a partial decomposition of the 1 during the process) ex-
hibit a conductivity of (7.1 ± 1.5) 10−4 S/cm, thus more than 1 order of magnitude lower with
respect to the stripes fabricated under nitrogen. The reason of lower electrical conductivity
in the µ-stripes fabricated in air can be attributed to the high numbers of the defects (grains
boundaries, cracks, etc.) generated during the partial decomposition of 1. Furthermore, since
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the decomposition is not complete, it gives rise to the formation of an ill-defined amorphous
Pt-colloidal material highly contaminated by the organic products from the [NBu4]+ cations
which are removed only upon thermal treatment. Conversely, the electrical conductivity is
enhanced in the µ-stripes fabricated under nitrogen because they have a limited number of
defects, resulting in a perfectly ordered crystalline material oriented along the direction of
the channel. The deposition of the solute in a confined environment enhances long-range
molecular order because the rate of deposition is slower (close to the quasi-equilibrium con-
ditions) and the confinement depletes the number of stable nuclei that can be formed. As the
lateral size of the channel is shorter than the characteristic length scales of nucleation and
diffusion, ripening, and the lateral diffusivity of molecules are restricted, the stripes grow as
a one-dimensional system, with a limited number of grain boundaries and defects, as already
observed in other molecular systems such as organic semiconductors.
3.1.5 Effect of Thermal Annealing on µ-Stripes.
In the present case, a solution of platinum precursor in DMF was used. After preparation, the
patterns were annealed in air at 150 °C for 2 h in order to achieve the complete decomposition
of the carbonyl groups. Upon thermal annealing, the µ-stripes still exhibit an ohmic behavior
(Fig.3.6) with an increase of the electrical conductivity to 34.6 ± 2.0 S/cm due to the decom-
position of 1 to metallic platinum. Occasionally, after the annealing, small deviation from the
ohmic behavior has been observed due to changes in the contact resistance between the gold
pad and the Pt µ-stripes during annealing. On the other hand, the µ-stripes fabricated in air
(i.e., partially decomposed during the process) limit its increase of the electrical conductivity
upon thermal annealing to 2.15 ± 1.0 S/cm, due to the presence of defects originated during
the fabrication process. Although the electrical conductivity of Pt wires obtained by our pro-
cess is comparable to the electrical conductivity obtained in literature (80 S/cm at 20 °C), this
value is still far from the electrical conductivity of the bulk platinum (105 S/cm). In order to
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Figure 3.7: SEM images of Pt µ-stripes fabricated on Si: (a) a conventional secondary elec-
tron image; (b) obtained with a backscattered electrons detector, sensitive mainly to the sam-
ple composition; (c) zoom of a; (d) zoom of c.
understand this difference, an accurate XRD and scanning Electron microscopy investigation
of microannealed µ-stripes was done.
3.1.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-ray diffraction.
In Fig are reported two SEM images of the same portion of µ-stripes fabricated on Si, ob-
tained with two different detectors.
Fig.3.7 are Secondary Electron (SE) images obtained with an In-Lens detector, sensitive
mainly to the topography of the stripes. They show the rough surface of the stripes and
the presence of holes and grains of different size that form during the thermal treatment.
Fig.3.7b,d are obtained with a BSE detector and shows mainly compositional information.
The µ-stripes show a bright contrast, as expected for a material with a high atomic number
(Pt) on a substrate of low atomic number (Si). The roughness of the surface is still visible, but
the uniform contrast along the stripe boundaries and inside the grains confirms the uniform
composition of the stripes. These considerations are clearly confirmed by the results of the
EDX measurements.
In Fig.3.8 are reported a low-magnification secondary electron image and the correspond-
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Figure 3.8: (a) Secondary electron image and (b) the corresponding X-ray map for Pt.
Figure 3.9: Diffraction pattern of the annealed film of 1 cast on glass. The Miller indexes,
which correspond to the metallic Pt phase, have been reported.
ing X-ray map for Pt, i.e., an image obtained collecting only the characteristic X-ray of the
Pt emitted from the sample during the observation. As expected the Pt is localized inside the
µ-stripes.
The structure of annealed films of 1 has been studied by X-ray diffraction measurements.
The diffraction pattern has been recorded by using the grazing geometry, i.e., by keeping the
incident beam at grazing angle on the sample surface, to enhance the scattering contribution
from the surface.
Fig shows the pattern obtained on glass substrate, but the same results have been obtained
on silicon covered by native oxide. The films resulted formed by randomly oriented crys-
tallites of cubic close-packed phase of the metallic Pt. The average coherent domain size,
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estimated from the FWHM (full width at half-maximum) of the peaks, is lower than 4 nm.
3.1.7 Conclusions
Here we showed the possibility to pattern ordered arrays of sub-micrometric stripes made
from platinum-carbonyl clusters. This example illustrates the concept and application of a
singlestep bottom-up process that allows us to deposit size-defined stripes of a soluble molec-
ular conductor. In this case long-range molecular order is achieved by solute deposition in
a confined environment, because of slow deposition rate, hence quasiequilibrium conditions,
and lateral confinement that depletes the number of stable nuclei. In such a pattern electrical
conductivity is enhanced and tuned by the control of size, shape, and order of the molecu-
lar domains: [NBu4]2[Pt15(CO)30] µ-stripes exhibit an electrical conductivity of 2.1 ×10−2
S/cm, thus 4 orders of magnitude higher than that of the corresponding raw material (7.7
×10−6 S/cm). Furthermore we showed that polycristaline Pt sub-micrometric wires can be
obtained by thermal annealing. Although this annealing process introduces morphological
defects (grains and holes), electrical conductivity (35 S/cm) is found comparable to that of
existing Pt or Pt/C composites nanowires (80 S/cm at 20 °C). Furthermore, in order to fab-
ricate functional devices, this technique could lead to the integration of Pt carbonyl clusters
with other functional materials such as molecular magnets or organic semiconductors41,42
and combined with electrochemical systems.43
3.2 Towards All-Organic Field-Effect Transistors by Addi-
tive Soft Lithography
Unconventional nanofabrication is attractive for organic electronics because of its potential
impact in manufacturing low-cost electronics starting from soluble precursors that can be
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processed and patterned via sustainable technology.44 So far, the major endeavor aimed at
the development of organicbased devices has been through the design of new materials,45–47
novel synthetic procedures and purification methods,48–50 optimized conditions for thin film
growth,51,52 and original methods for nanofabrication.53,54 In particular, a strong effort was
devoted to the technological control of organic semiconductors in transistors.Yet, only a lim-
ited number of studies have focused on new approaches for low cost fabrication of electrodes
and their integration with the organic materials.55 Successful examples of unconventional
electrode manufacturing include stencil printing of Au nanoparticles,56 inkjet printing,57–60
Ag electroless plating followed by microcontact patterning,61 lamination,62 microtransfer
printing of Ag nanoparticles, metal transfer printing,63 and soft lithography.64 Although
inkjet printing is probably the most straightforward example of an additive process where
both the electrodes and the active layers can be realized on the same platform, the fabrication
of the electrodes and the active layers often relies on different processes, specifications, and
platforms. Precisely, standard microfabrication approaches consisting of photolithography
and/or electron-beam lithography followed by vacuum metallization are generally used for
the source and drain definition, while wet methods (spin-coating, layer-bylayer deposition,
etc.) are employed for the deposition of the active layer. Clearly, there is a gap in material
processing as these major device components are manufactured on different footings and of-
ten with severe compatibility limitations. It is therefore important to bridge this technological
gap. Towards this direction, this contribution concerns the development of additive manufac-
turing processes on large areas, which are suitable for patterning both inorganic and organic
materials at the micro- and nanoscale. Our methodology also lowers the processing costs
by simplifying the fabrication steps.I report here on a simple and versatile way to fabricate
micro- and nanoengineered organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) from solution process-
able materials by additive lithographic techniques. Remarkably, the electrical characteristics
reveal that our soft-engineered field-effect transistors perform better than their counterparts
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produced with standard microfabrication approaches.27,65 The OFETs were built in a bottom-
gate, bottom-contact architecture. Heavily-doped Si wafers were used both as substrates and
gate terminals. The gate dielectrics consisted of thermally grown S iO2 layers.
As shown in Figure 3.10, the electrodes were fabricated by micromolding-in-capillaries
(MIMIC)39,40 and, for comparison purposes, by drop-casting combined with photolithog-
raphy. Similarly, the active layers were integrated by drop-casting and by lithographically
controlled wetting (LCW),22 which ensures easy transfer of micro- and nanometric motifs
from stamps to solution processable materials. For MIMIC-based fabrication of metallic
electrodes (Figure 3.10), a stamp made of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) was placed on the
dielectric’s surface to effectively form microchannels. When the dimethylformamide (DMF)
solution of the metal precursor was poured at the open end of the stamp, the liquid filled in
the microchannels by capillary action. As a metal precursor we employed the [NBu4]+ salt of
[Pt15(CO)30]2−[Pt15(CO)30]2" (1). I chose 1 for several reasons: i) it has already been used
for the fabrication of submicrometric conductive wires;66 ii) it can be easily synthesized in
water from commercial Pt salts;67,68 iii) it self-assembles upon crystallization to yield wires
organized into 1D, 2D, or 3D structures.4
After the complete evaporation of the solvent (typically 24 h in air at room temperature),
the stamp was removed and the sample annealed 10 min in air at 250 8C. The annealing pro-
cess allowed the complete decomposition of the carbonyl groups and thus the formation of
20-nm-thick Pt electrodes. The bottom inset in Figure 3.11 shows typical electrodes obtained
by MIMIC. On the other hand, for the fabrication of Pt electrodes by combined photolithog-
raphy and drop-casting (Figure 3.11), a uniform film of 1 was first cast on Si/SiO2 substrates.
The samples were kept 24 h in ambient conditions to allow for complete solvent evaporation
and were subsequently annealed at 250 °C in air for 10 min. At this stage, the decomposition
of the carbonyl groups took place, resulting in a 90-nm-thick Pt layer. The final steps of elec-
trode patterning involved photolithography with a soft mask and wet-etching by immersion in
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Figure 3.10: Schematic representation of the lithographic techniques used in the present
chapter for soft-processed FETs. Here, a solution processable metal precursor is patterned
in source and drain electrodes at micrometric scale by MIMIC (a) and by drop-casting com-
bined with softmask photolithography (b). Micro- and nanostructured stripes of the organic
semiconductor are defined by LCW (c).
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Figure 3.11: Soft lithography provides source and drain electrodes for OFETs. The Pt elec-
trodes are fabricated either by drop-casting (upper inset) or MIMIC (lower inset) from a
Pt-carbonyl cluster precursor. Comparison of current density–voltage characteristics for an-
nealed Pt electrodes deposited by drop-casting (blue) and MIMIC (red) routes.
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a 10% hydrofluoric acid solution for 3 s. The electrical characterization of the softpatterned
Pt electrodes revealed an Ohmic behavior that has been consistently reproduced upon several
voltage-sweep cycles. Indeed, the data points of twelve consecutive sweeps fall on top of
each other, showing no sign of hysteresis or other electrical deterioration. We found that the
electrical 2D resistivity69 of drop-cast electrodes (blue triangles, ρ =0.05 MΩ per square)
is one order of magnitude lower than the resistivity of Pt electrodes fabricated by MIMIC
(red circles, ρ =1 MΩ per square). The absolute values of the electrical resistivity are some-
what higher than the ones usually achieved using submicrometric Pt stripes,66 however small
enough70 when compared to the electrical resistivity of the organic semiconducting layers
to enable further employment of these electrodes in electrical devices. The higher electrical
resistivity of these OFET electrodes with respect to submicrometric wires stems from the fact
that the size of the MIMIC channels used here is a few orders of magnitude larger compared
to the characteristic length scales of nucleation. Hence, the lateral diffusivity of molecules
is not restricted as in the case of submicrometric channels.66 In this regime, several domains
are generated during the process whose presence reduces the homogeneity of the film after
the annealing and causes the rise of the electrical resistivity. This effect is less relevant for
dropcast electrodes because their thickness allows electrical conduction through 3D perco-
lation paths, which are significantly less numerous in the thinner electrodes fabricated by
MIMIC. Next, I illustrate that OFETs built with MIMIC processed Pt electrodes display bet-
ter performance compared to those obtained by standard techniques71 (i.e., transistors with
Pd source–drain electrodes processed by hard-mask lithography and electron-beam evapora-
tion). I used thermally grown SiO2 dielectrics as presented in Table 3.1, where also the width
(W) and length (L) of the fabricated OFETs are given.
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Electrodes Channel dimensions Oxide thickness Rsd[MΩcm] µsat [cm2V−1s−1]
Pd standard W = 1000µm, L = 10µm 100 nm 3 1×10−4
Pt drop cast W = 1500µm, L = 200µm 100 nm 21 7×10−4
Pt MIMIC W = 5000µm, L = 200µm 200 nm 5 2×10−3
Table 3.1: Structural (W, L, SiO2 thickness) and electrical (Rsd, µsat) parameters of various
drop-cast DH4T FETs.
Figure 3.12: Typical transfer characteristics for drop-cast DH4T FETs. a) Standard electrodes
manufactured by hard-mask photolithography and electron-beam evaporation of Pd. b) Pt
electrodes manufactured by drop-casting and soft-mask photolithography. c) Pt electrodes
fabricated by MIMIC. The insets display output curves at various gate voltages.
3.2.1 Additive lithography of semiconductor
To complete the devices, a well-known oligomer, namely dihexylquaterthiophene (DH4T),72,73
was drop-cast from a 0.4 wt% toluene solution.
The electrical characterization of the p-type DH4T-based FETs is displayed in Figure
3.12 . To simplify the reading of the electrical data, I normalized the transfer current–voltage
curves to their respective transistor dimensions. The insets in Figure 3.12 depict output curves
collected at various gate biases. Note that whereas our S iO2 dielectric is rather thick, the de-
vices exhibit well-behaved current saturation. I obtained on-to-off current ratios around 103
and saturated mobility, µsat, in the 10−4cm2V−1s−1 range for the drop-cast Pt electrodes (Fig-
ure 3.12b ), and ≥ 2 · 10−3cm2V−1s−1 for the MIMIC electrodes (Figure 3.12c ). Devices
with Pt MIMIC source and drain outperform standard devices (Figure 3.12a ), which only
attained µsat ≈ 10−4cm2V−1s−1, revealing that 1 is effectively useful for electrode fabrication
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Figure 3.13: AFM phase images and corresponding current–voltage characteristics for stan-
dard transistors with P3HT stripes deposited from 0.06 wt% (a, b) and 0.03 wt% (c, d) chlo-
roform solutions by LCW. The insets display the corresponding output curves at various gate
voltages. e) Optical picture of an additively soft-patterned transistor, with Pt electrodes de-
fined by MIMIC and P3HT stripes obtained by LCW. We employed a PDMS stamp with
800-nm pitch. f) Detail of the P3HT–Pt interface.
and that MIMIC based patterning ensures relevant improvement in device quality. Two other
electrical parameters, presented in Table 3.1together with µsat, the source–drain resistance
(Rsd), and the maximum transconductance (gm−max), further corroborate the better perfor-
mance achieved with the MIMIC Pt electrodes. These results are encouraging to build upon
this approach and further focus on the fabrication of OFET channels by additive manufactur-
ing. Thus, I apply the lithographically controlled wetting (LCW) technique (Figure 3.10c )
to regio-regular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)74 by using PDMS stamps with 800-nm and
2-mm relief. To assess the quality of the fabrication process, I examined the micro- and
nanostructured OFET channels by atomic force microscopy (AFM).
Figure 3.13 shows the AFM phase image inside a typical transistor channel processed by
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LCW from a 0.06 wt% chloroform solution. It reveals the presence of both P3HT stripes
having 600 nm width and 90 nm height and a 14 nm thick continuous layer under the
stripes. The electrical characterization (Figure 3.13b) of such OFETs, fabricated using stan-
dard Pd electrodes, revealed a modest saturated mobility of 3 · 10−4cm2V−1s−1, lower than
that (7 · 10−4cm2V−1s−1) measured for drop-cast P3HT transistors. I have subsequently re-
duced the solution concentration to 0.03wt% with the goal of obtaining isolated P3HT stripes.
Although in this second series of experiments a 2-nm-thick P3HT film remains underneath
the stripes, as shown in Figure 3.13c, the surface morphology is different (smooth and un-
textured) compared to the previous case. An illustrative example of current–voltage charac-
teristics of transistors built with diluted chloroform solutions is given in Figure 3.13d. In-
terestingly, while the dimensions of the P3HT stripes are essentially unchanged, the devices
attain µsat ≈ 2 ·10−3cm2V−1s−1, one order of magnitude higher than that observed for OFETs
processed from concentrated solutions. Finally, in order to make more quantitative results,
I employed PDMS molds with 2-µm-width relief. The LCW process applied for 0.03wt%
P3HT solutions in chloroform resulted in stripes of 1.6 µm width and 1 µm height (Figure ).
In this case, it has been successfully verified that LCW-processed P3HT outperforms
drop-cast P3HT in standard FETs. Figure 3.14 summarizes these results. A saturation field-
effect mobility 6.5 · 10−3cm2V−1s−1 has been calculated for the multiple-wire devices (top
panels), slightly enhanced with respect to msat obtained for FETs processed with the 800-
nm-pitch mold. Aligning the P3HT stripes perpendicular to the electric field direction, µsat
falls by several orders of magnitude. Altogether, these results recommend LCW as a suitable
technique for high performance P3HT-based FETs in comparison with drop-casting or inkjet
methods. The relationship between morphology and charge transport in P3HT-based FETs
has been addressed by Surin et al.75 These authors reported that highly ordered structures
offer the best electrical responses. There is no evident sign of cristallinity within the samples
made with LCW or MIMIC, this could explain the lower mobilities observed in our transistors
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Figure 3.14: Optical images and corresponding current–voltage characteristics for standard
transistors with multiple (a, b) and single (c, d) P3HT stripes deposited from 0.03 wt% chlo-
roform solutions by LCW. The insets display the corresponding output curves at various gate
voltages. e) Optical picture of an additively soft-patterned transistor, with Pt electrodes de-
fined by MIMIC and P3HT stripes obtained by LCW. We employed a PDMS stamp with
2-mm pitch. f) Detail of the transistor channel close to one of the Pt MIMIC electrodes.
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with respect to state-of-the-art performance. Nevertheless, our findings show that homoge-
neous P3HT films render a poorer mobility with respect to the patterned ones. Given the more
than ten-fold increase in mobility and the reduction of Rsd upon extinguishing the underlying
film, it’s possible to infer that the increased internal order of P3HT stripes with respect to that
of the homogeneous films is highly beneficial for the charge transport. Besides being efficient,
soft lithography is most importantly compatible with both the definition of electrodes and the
patterning of organic semiconductors. Fig.3.13e,f and fig 3.14e,f illustrate optical pictures of
P3HT-based FETs with a structured channel fabricated by LCW and Pt electrodes obtained
by MIMIC. In summary, we have demonstrated the concept and application of an additive
soft lithography process that allows OFET fabrication within the same platform using solu-
tionprocessable materials. This route can greatly reduce the processing cost and complexity,
therefore opening a promising path towards large-area circuitry. While DH4T-based devices
fabricated with Pt source and drain electrodes obtained by MIMIC outperform those having
standard Pd contacts, electrical measurements also revealed the enhanced performance of
P3HT transistors with LCW-designed channels. Whereas we used well-known organic semi-
conductors such as DH4T and P3HT that we consider representative p-type materials, this
process can be extended to many other soluble molecular materials.
Chapter 4
Self-organization induced by capillary
flow
In this chapter a study on the self-organization of nanostructures subjected to capillary forces
from a water solution or suspension will be presented. In section 4.1, the alignment of car-
bon nanotubes (CNTs) from water suspensions under the effect of capillary forces, to form
continuous lines of interconnected nanotubes will be discussed. The model, based on the
solution of the Fokker Planck partial differential equation, supports the experimental results
by MIMIC and LCW patterning of CNT/SDS suspensions. The dynamics of the flow can be
accounted by means of capillary forces dominant at the microscale. The probability of align-
ment of carbon nanotubes vs flow is discussed. In section 4.2, a colloidal system made of
polystyrene nanospheres will be exploited to fabricate ordered 3D titanium oxide structures
with hierarchical porosity. A novel route to obtain close packed arrays, by means of a co-
deposition with titanium oxide precursor, will be presented. The evolution of the correlation
function across the consecutive steps of the process, i.e. the nanospheres assemblies and the
inverse structures after calcination, is evaluated.
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4.1 Fluidic Deposition of Aligned Carbon Nanotubes Con-
ductive Lines
Single Walled Carbon Nanotubes (SWCNTs) have been widely studied for their unique elec-
tronic properties. Their high charge mobility together with the capability to sustain a large
current density make them attractive as charge transport material in nanoscale and quantum
devices, electronic emitters, and as building blocks for circuit interconnections.76,77 Field-
effect transistors, made of individual,78 or random network79 of SWCNTs have been demon-
strated. Further devices include light-emitting transistors,80 sensors81 and transducers for
biomolecules.82 One of the major technological barriers is the lack of a scalable technol-
ogy for the fabrication of SWCNTs functional structures with a spatial control. Different
approaches have been proposed to grow nanotubes by Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD)
directly on surfaces previously seeded or patterned with the metal catalyst. Preferential direc-
tion of growth between the electrodes of a device, e.g. vertically (so called forests),83 or hor-
izontal alignment on the surface, can be induced by gas flow,84,85 by an electric field,86 or by
careful drawing webs from vertical forests.87 To increase the unidirectional order of CNTs,
as grown, on silicon surface, new methods have been suggested involving selective laser
ablation, burning single-walled nanotubes along the light polarization plane.88 All these ap-
proaches yield good results, however they require complex instrumentation or pre-patterning
of the catalyst on the substrates,89 moreover they are restricted to a limited number of sub-
strates. Other systems, involving liquid suspensions of CNTs, are based on pre-patterned
surfaces by standard lithographic process and exploit hydrophobic/hydrophilic interaction
to control CNT adsorption,90–92 or localized electrophoretic deposition.93 Recently, soft-
lithography and dip-coating94 have been applied for patterning CNTs. In particular dry
microcontact printing95 or electrical grid assisted deposition96 have been used to fabricate
stripes of nanotubes with micrometer width. Inside the printed stripes, however, the CNTs
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are randomly oriented. Quasi-3D networks of CNTs have been patterned using a template
approach with water-dispersed colloidal beads carrying CNTs at their surface.97 These CNTs
membranes exhibit a conductivity on the order of a few hundreds S/cm, viz. comparable to
that of bucky paper. This implies that transport anisotropy is absent across large lengthscales
and the system behaves effectively as a 3D conductor. In this work we present the fabrication
of sub-micrometer stripes and lines made of bundles or anisotropically aligned individual
CNTs. The deposition methods used are Lithographically Controlled Wetting (LCW) and
Micro Inject Molding In Capillaries (MIMIC) directly applied to a water suspension of sin-
gle walled CNTs. A detailed description of these techniques is reported in A purified CNTs
material, whose purity was assessed by Raman98 and Scanning Electron Microscopy, was
suspended at different concentrations (typically 0.1 g/l for LCW and 1 g/l for MIMIC) in
water solutions of Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate (SDS) (0.1% w/w for LCW and 1% w/w for
MIMIC).
Lithographically Controlled Wetting
Here I used a stamp made of polycarbonate, featuring parallel lines with 1.45 mm periodicity
and 200 nm height. It was placed on the liquid thin film obtained by drop casting 10 ml sus-
pension of CNTs in SDS on a freshly cleaved mica surface. Capillary forces pin the solution
under the protrusions giving rise to menisci. The positive replica of the stamp is obtained as
the solvent completely evaporates. The capillary forces act also on the nanotubes, keeping
them under the protrusion during the solution shrinking. When the solvent is completely
shrunk (at room temperature about 24h), the stamp is removed and the sample investigated
by intermittent-contact Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
In the water suspension a negatively charged shell of SDS molecules surrounds the CNTs.79
Thus, when the solution is cast on to the negatively charged mica surface, the electrostatic
repulsion between SDS shell around the CNT and the substrate depletes the aggregation as
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Figure 4.1: White arrows represent the velocity in surface tension flow. In the insets the
configuration with the periodic PDMS replica (a) on top of the fluid (LCW); (b) in conformal
contact with mica substrates for later infilling (MIMIC).
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Figure 4.2: AFM image of LCW aligned SWCNTs on mica surface: a) immediately after
lithographic stamp removal, b)after washing the stripes with ethanol. Below, the profiles
along the lines normal to the patterned SWCNTs are shown.
well as the adsorption of CNT/SDS, which occurs only at the last step of shrinkage. Once this
pattern is obtained the surfactant is washed in pure ethanol and individual –or small bundles-
of CNTs remain on the surface preserving the charachteristic periodicity of the master. Best
experimental conditions were found to be a 0.1 g/l on CNT and 0.1% w/w on SDS. The use
of so dilute solution prevents SDS and CNT segregation, furthermore it allows us to use small
volumes of solvent for washing. The resulting pattern of individual CNTs, before and after
surfactant removal, is shown in Fig.4.2 .
Micro inject molding in capillaries
The second approach that we used is MIMIC, which is a soft-lithographic method suitable
for patterning a variety of materials with sub-micrometric resolution. MIMIC allowed us to
fabricate patterns of CNTs bundles preferentially aligned and with an enhanced anisotropic
conductivity. In MIMIC a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp with parallel protrusions is
placed in conformal contact with the surface substrate forming closed microchannels. When
the suspension containing both CNTs and a suitable surfactant is placed at an open end of
the channel, the liquid flows inside driven by capillary forces. After the end of the deposition
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Figure 4.3: a) AFM image of patterned CNT/SDS suspension by MIMIC with b) the corre-
sponding line profile; c) AFM image of aligned bundles of CNTs after washing in ethanol
and d) the line profile.
process (typically 48h at room temperature) the stamp is removed and the sample studied by
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). We used PDMS stamps with parallel protrusions with a
pitch of 1.45 µm, height 230 nm and width 400 nm. When the stamp is placed in contact
with the glass surface it creates channels about 1 mm wide. To avoid partial filling of the
channel, due to the internal hydrodynamic resistance against capillary flow, the hydrophilicity
of substrate and stamp was increased by prior oxygen plasma treatment.
An AFM image of pattern obtained by MIMIC is shown in fig 4.3a. The film consists of
parallel stripes (thickness 100 nm, width 1mm, spacing 400nm) of CNTs embedded in a SDS
matrix. The coverage of the patterned surface is consistent with the 66.7% nominal coverage
of the master from which the PDMS replica was obtained.
The nanotubes bundles on the surface remain aligned along the flow direction, although
part of the order imposed by the stamp-assisted deposition was lost during rinsing.
The preferential alignment of the CNTs in microfluidics conditions can be ascribed to
laminar flow that orients the individual nanotubes along the flux lines throughout the whole
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section and length of the channels.99 Laminar flow is studied by means of Reynolds num-
ber in a model with boundary conditions consistent with our experimental setup.. Reynolds
number relates the energy of moving liquid to the energy dissipated by the interaction with
the channel walls: Re = ρU2V/µUS = ρUL/µ , where m is the viscosity, r the density and U
average flux speed. The ratio between volume V and the surface S of the channel wall defines
a characteristics length scale ξ, viz. the thickness of the fluid lamina. In our case, for a rect-
angular channel 1 mm length, 1mm width and 200nm height, ξ turns out to be ≈140 nm100
We approximate the density and viscosity of the patterned solution (SWNT/SDS) to 0.998
g/cm3 (as a weighted mean on volume of suspension) and 0.01g/cm·s respectively. The cal-
culated velocity in the centre of the channel, in our experimental layout turns out to be 5m/s,
leading to Re≤1.101,102 As a comparison, the measured fluid velocity in micro-channels filled
with more viscous fluids, like polyurethane or silicon oil, is on the order of 0.1 cm/s, corre-
sponding to Re <<13,4. As ξ is few times smaller than the length of the nanotube, but larger
than its diameter, the nanotubes will tumble and deform in the laminar flow until they are
aligned. Our finite element modeling of the velocity profile along the channel connected to
the reservoir suggests that the laminar flow extends from the reservoir to inside the channel
during the infilling driven by capillary pressure. Due to the high aspect ratio of the CNTs
and the geometrical dimension of the channel only the CNTs that are oriented by flow along
the channels, else whose length is much shorter than 800nm, can flow inside the MIMIC
channels. The probability of alignment of CNTs along the velocity field u, P(u), is calculated
from fem discretization of the Fokker-Planck equation (quadratic closure approximation)11
and is summarized in fig. 4.4.
The evolution of the alignment in our experimental layout is calculated from continuum
equations using a commercial finite element solver (COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS, Lund Swe-
den). First, we obtained the fluid velocity and local concentration by solving coupled Navier-
Stokes and Hamilton-Jacobi equations, which describe momentum balance and liquid-gas
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of the probability density function P(u) during the deposition of carbon
nanotubes suspension in a) LCW, b) MIMIC. In gray the PDMS replica. The characteristic
geometry and velocity field are reported in Fig. 4.1. The probability of aligning the carbon
nanotubes along the mentioned flow vectors is then calculated from initial isotropic orienta-
tion and appears to vary at the initial stages more effectively for the MIMIC process. In LCW
the liquid flows laterally on the hydrophilic mica, during evaporation of the solvent. The
PDMS displacement in LCW and deformation is not considered in the present calculation.
Time values (s): a) t1...5 (s) [5e-6, 3e-5, 6e-5, 1.2e-4, 2.5e-4 ], b) t1...5 (s) [5e-9, 5e-8, 1.5e-7,
4e-7, 5.7e-7 ]
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interface propagation respectively103 (∂x indicate partial derivatives with respect to index
variable x).
ρ∂tu +ρu · ∇u−∇ · (µ(∇u +∇uT)) +∇p = σ(I−(nnT))δ+ρg (4.1)
∂tφ+∇ · (φu) = 0 (4.2)
where u is the velocity field of the fluid, n the vector normal to the interface, I the identity
tensor, σ the surface tension coefficient of liquid phase, ρ the fluid density, p the pressure, η
the fluid viscosity, δ a Kroneker delta function to identify the interface. The tranpose operator
is written with superscript T. φ is a continuous higher-dimension function whose iso-levels
provide the coordinates of interface. This function gives higher resolution for topological
changes in the evolving front. The evolution of the air-liquid interface during infilling of
the hydrophilic (plasma-treated) PDMS microchannel is calculated solving simultaneously
equations 4.1 and 4.2. We did not consider the disjoining pressure in Navier Stokes equa-
tion, although may be a dominant effect in short distances close to the PDMS walls.104,105
Convection-diffusion equation106
∂tc+∇ · (−D∇c+ cu) = 0 (4.3)
allows us to calculate the sodium-dodecyl-sulfate (SDS) local concentration c, moving along
with the fluid, having velocity u and diffusion coefficient D. Surface tension is related to the
SDS surfactant concentration by means of the empirical relationship fit on literature data
σ = 0.0364/{exp[−(1.74 · (log(c)−6.0526)] + 1} (4.4)
where σ is the surface tension coefficient (N/m) and c is the SDS molar concentration. The
2D numerical simulations to obtain the velocity field have been repeated for the in-plane and
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longitudinal sections of the microchannels. Since surface tension is the driving force of the
process, it is correct to take a realistic approximation of the infilling time deduced from finite
element calculation of velocity, where the boundaries are formed by the mica and PDMS
interfaces . The simulation suggests a change in the flow streamlines at the liquid-gas inter-
face, during infilling and final solvent evaporation. This behaviour can influence the quality
of the pattern by changing the probability of alignining the tube along the channel main axis,
although we expect a smaller contribution with respect to the disorder introduced by wash-
ing with ethanol. Upon the laminar flow, the carbon nanotubes tend to align along the flow
streamlines, with probability dependent on the tube length.107 This result is consistent with
the molecular mechanics picture of the interaction between carbon nanotubes and water108
We describe the alignment of CNTs as the probability density P(u) of finding the nanotubes
oriented along the main direction of velocity in the hydrodynamic force field. P(u) is given by
the solution of Fokker-Plank equation with the proper boundary conditions109and quadratic
closure approximation.110
The Fokker Planck equation for the model describing the behaviour of carbon nanotubes
can be derived from the full form, given by Doi111 for long polymer rods:
∂tP = −∂u {(Ω ·u + E ·u)P}+∂u {Dr [∂uP+∂u(UMF/kT )]} (4.5)
where P is the probability density function of CNT aligned along direction u, Ω vorticity
tensor, E is the symmetrical part of the velocity gradient,Dr is the rotational diffusivity, UMF
is the uniaxial mean-field potential. The rotational diffusivity for carbon nanotubes can be
written according to112
Dr = kBT (log(L/d)−0.8)/(3piηL3) (4.6)
kB Boltzmann constant, T temperature, L and d length and diameter of nanotubes, η viscosity
of suspension).Dr is significantly dependent on the nanotubes aspect ratio. In the calculation
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(eq.4.5) the rotational diffusivity (eq.4.6) is taken to be in the interval between 0.5 and 35
s−1. The resulting simplified FP equation can be written as a conservation law:
∂tP+∇ · (Ω ·u + (E ·u−u(u ·E·u))P+∇ ·∇DrP = 0 (4.7)
Ω ·u = 1/‖u‖[−(∂xv)uiˆ− (∂yu)v jˆ] (4.8)
where u,v, i, j represent velocity components along x and y axis, and their respective unit
vectors. The ratio of magnitudes of convective and diffusive terms (rotational Péclet number
= (u2 +v2)1/2/Dr) is the most important parameter to define the orientation distribution, with
respect to a referring system oriented along the velocity-streamlines direction. The vorticity
terms ((∂xv),(∂yu)) are rescaled by the velocity field modulus (||u||) for numerical stability.
The time evolution of P(u) was evaluated for unit cross section in LCW and unit capillary
in MIMIC device. Both techniques experience different probabilities of alignment (fig.4.4b)
but the capillary forces are advantaging long range alignment only in the MIMIC process.
The calculated probability density of orienting the nanotubes is larger near the hydrophilic
mica substrate (Fig. 4b), P(u) spans about 100 nm from the fluidics cell walls, and decays
towards the PDMS channel wall. The rotational Péclet number, reaches high values in the
advancing meniscus front and near the inlet of the MIMIC device (Per >105), whereas in
LCW it is significantly lower (Per ~ 103).
Electrical properties
As peculiar property of oriented CNTs, we investigated the electrical behavior of the pat-
terned CNTs lines. After washing, we evaporated gold electrodes through a contact mask
consisting of a TEM square grid with 50 mesh onto the patterned film . The contacts pads
are separated by channels 62 µm long and 438 µm wide. The grid was aligned with one side
parallel to the alignment direction of the CNTs. The electrical measurements were performed
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Figure 4.5: Electrical conductivity of the CNT stripes was measured at room temperature
with a two-probe method on top gold electrodes, as shown in picture a). The orientation of
electrodes with respect to the pattern is depicted in scheme b); c) current vs voltage charac-
teristics measured along the stripes of CNT bundles (red) and perpendicular to tshe patterned
lines (blue), by contacting two adjacent electrodes. d) dI/dV curve obtained by numerical
differentiation of the I/V curves1 Solid line is a guide to the eye.
measuring I/V curves with voltage/current source meter (Keithley 6430).
The first noticeable evidence is the strong anisotropy of electrical behavior along the
aligned patterned stripes of CNT bundles with respect to perpendicular direction. In the latter
case, the conductivity was comparable or below the noise level of our instrumental setup. The
curves registered along the patterned stripes exhibit non linear response of current vs voltage.
The same behavior has been reported in both isolated bundles113 and thin networks of SWC-
NTs.114 In these systems the transport is dominated by the metallic nanotubes, whereas the
contribution for semiconductor is negligible at room temperature, even if their contribution
at high bias voltage should not be completely ignored. The non linear response of current-
voltage is attributed either to a Luttinger liquid behavior115 or to the presence of interfacial
barriers.116 From I/V measurements the patterned CNTs reveals a conductivity comparable to
the literature data. The sheet conductivity is measured to be 16 mS square at 10 V, taking into
account the CNT coverage (j=0.38±0.10) obtained from threshold analysis on AFM images.
The thickness of the conducting layer is determined by the diameter of the nanotubes laying
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on the surface, approximately 5 nm. The residual surfactant captured within the nanotube
bundles is less than 10% of the starting suspending material. Considering a perfect pattern
with all the lines connected, each line having a width of 50 nm (corresponding to 5 bundles of
10 nm diameter), the value of conductivity found for the single bundle is (26.7±2.5) S/cm at
+10V. This is a minimum bound value for the conductivity in two-probe configuration. The
main error is introduced by our estimate of the number and diameter of bundles. Another
source of error may come from the fact that the charge carriers are injected more effectively
in the metallic tubes in contact with the gold electrodes. Both factors contribute to under-
estimate the experimental conductivity with respect to the real vaslue. In our experimental
setup, the contact resistance is high (∼1MW).
A last comment relates to the transport perpendicular to the alignment direction. In some
AFM images it has been possible to observe the presence of bundles connecting two adjacent
parallel lines. It has been reported that crossed CNTs exhibit a resistance four orders of
magnitude larger, which will make lateral charge transport limited.117 Both factors contribute
to maintain the one-dimensional character of the current percolation pathways.
Conclusions
Stamp-assisted deposition of CNTs from a water dispersion can be used as an effective ap-
proach to fabricate ultra-narrow lines of CNTs with a sizable conductivity. Stamp-assisted
deposition takes advantage from the interplay between capillary, surface and intermolecular
forces. The methods explored in this work are parallel and can be scaled to large area, they
do not require either complex tools or chemical pre-patterning of the surface. Lines of CNTs
bundles, a few tens nm wide, can be fabricated by MIMIC as in-plane inter-connectors of
electrical contacts. Our measurements confirmed that is possible to align CNTs from a liquid
phase along pre-defined directions, preserving the unidirectional electrical contacts. Their
conductivity is comparable to that of bucky paper, although the amount of CNTs required
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and the coverage is orders of magnitude smaller.
4.2 3D Hierarchical Porous TiO2 Films from Colloidal Com-
posite Fluidic Deposition
The hierarchical organization of a material into a multimodal architecture of pores with con-
trolled size is attractive because it imparts “smart” properties on the structure, in terms of ex-
posed surface, active sites, rheology, and size selection. This aspect is required for several ap-
plications like chromatography, catalysis sensors, photonics, and photovoltaics.118,119Interest
in the multimodal porosity of titanium oxide, TiO2, has emerged in the last 10 years because
of its optical and electronic properties, which have made it one of the most studied materials
in photonic and photovoltaic applications. The control of the porosity in films consisting
of TiO2 inverse opals represents a crucial advance in the field of photonic band gap mate-
rials because it leads to a periodic modulation of the refractive index generating a photonic
stop band that does not allow the propagation of light with definite frequencies.120–122 The
substitution of disordered mesoporous TiO2 films with inverse titania opals, in photovoltaic
dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC)122–125 represented a breakthrough to improve the conver-
sion efficiency of all solid state DSSC up to the highest limit of 11% obtained by Gratzel et
al. in liquid electrolyte based devices.120,121,125–130 As electron transport strictly depends on
the network morphology and interconnection of TiO2 nanoparticles,126 attention has been
focused on the TiO2 particle network in order to improve its electron transport and, conse-
quently, to increase the efficiency of DSSCs. Geometric confinement controls the diffusive
movement and forces the electron transport to take a specific direction. A one-dimensional
network has been considered an excellent compromise to achieve the optimum amount of
nanoparticle contacts, generating a direct electron transport. In any case, an inverse opal
structure combines the regular spatial arrangement of nanoparticles and an extended spe-
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cific surface. Templates made of colloidal crystals of polymeric monodisperse beads have
been used to generate TiO2 inverse opals having differently sized (meso and macro) inter-
connected pores.126,131 During template removal by thermal treatment, random mesoporos-
ity is produced by the partial sintering of oxide nanoparticles in the shells of the macrop-
ores.132 Controlling mesoporosity in three dimensions represents an innovation for standard
templating methods. Specifically for film fabrication, codeposition of ultrafine metal oxide
nanoparticles and polymeric templating beads on a substrate was applied to obtain controlled
trimodal porosity in S iO2 films using differently sized templating beads during codeposi-
tion.121,133,134 Up to now, it has only been possible to achieve controlled mesoporosity in
TiO2 films by a templating method based on embossing of the titania sol-gel precursor by
a poly-(methyl methacrylate) mold.135 In both previous examples, the size and shape of the
resulting structures are univocally correlated to the size and shape of the template and can
not be tuned by varying the process parameters. In the recent review articles on templating
methods,119,136 the concept of “structure director” was introduced to describe a situation in
which the relationship between template morphology and the resulting porous structure is not
univocally established but determined by molecule (mainly surfactants) self-assembling. In
this section, I present a colloidal composite acting as a “structure director” for the fabrication
of TiO2 films having controlled and geometrically ordered porosity at different length scales.
The composite consists of monodisperse polystyrene beads (PS) coated with a titanium ox-
ide precursor named bis(ammonium lactate)titanium dihydroxide (TALH).123,129,130,137 The
multilayered films of ordered TALH/PS composite127 were deposited in a single step by a
fluidic technique called “vertical deposition”.134,138,139 Specifically in these films, anneal-
ing97,129,140 produces an additional controlled porosity at the mesoscale (pore diameter ∼
30 nm), resulting in a chain morphology that we term “mesochain”. Mesochains are con-
fined regions regularly placed in the TiO2 macropore shells and connected only by poorly
accessible porosity caused by the partial sintering of the TiO2 nanocrystals. We show that
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a fundamental “structure director” requirement for controlling mesopore distribution in the
macropore shells is the absence of reciprocal solubility between the composite components.
Highly hydrophilic TALH is orthogonal soluble, at any temperature, to highly hydrophobic
polystyrene. By taking advantage of the viscoelastic and relaxation properties of both the
polystyrene and the TiO2 precursor, we developed a process of fabrication leading to a hi-
erarchical pore architecture of the TiO2 oxide skeleton. In particular, the increase in the
Poisson ratio of the TALH coating during the thermal treatment and the critical mass ratio
between the PS nanobeads and TALH, which extensively regulates the compliance of the
TiO2 precursor walls, allowed to select the presence and the characteristic thickness of the
mesochains in the metal oxide skeleton. We present results about the fabrication of interpen-
etrated 3D periodic arrays of differently sized pore shells where 12 mesopores are embedded
in the macropore shells. The novelty of this process is the demonstration that wellknown
materials like polystyrene and bis(ammonium lactate) titanium dihydroxide can be properly
combined to form a “structure directing” composite that, under annealing, generates periodic
and hierarchically ordered meso-macro pore shells in the TiO2 structure
4.2.1 Experimental Procedures Colloidal
Bis(ammonium lactate)titanium dihydroxide 50% in water (Aldrich) was used without any
further purification (Fig. 4.6 ). Monodisperse PS, with an average bead size of 340 ( 5 nm,
were prepared by surfactant free emulsion polymerization of 3.5 mL of styrene using 0.47
g of ammonium persulfate as radical initiator in 200 mL of deionized water.29 TALH/PS
composite suspension was obtained by mixing 1-20 mg of TALH in 40 mL of deionized
water with 17 mg of PS (R ) TALH /PS, 0.3 < R < 20) Vertical depositions on microscope
glass slides were performed in closed ambient at 55 °C for 12 h (Fig. 4.6). In ordered
composite films, the deposition results extended up to ∼0.5 cm.
Dry samples were thermally processed in air up to 450 °C with a thermal ramp of 3
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Figure 4.6: Bis(ammonium lactate)titanium dihydroxide (TALH); at the bottom, a scheme of
vertical deposition process.
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°C/min followed by a 2 h stationary step at 450 °C. Differential scanning calorimetry analysis
(DSC) was performed with a STA1500 System (Simultaneous Thermal Analyzer) in an air
atmosphere. A temperature ramp of 5 °C/min was used. Raman spectra were collected in
back scattering geometry using a Renishaw 1000 micro-Raman instrument equipped with
charge coupled device CCD cameras and microscope lense with 50× magnification. The
excitation was provided by the 632.8 nm line of a HeNe laser. Because the cutoff edge of
the holographic filter does not allow sharp detection of the Eg Raman mode of TiO2 around
145 cm-1, Raman spectra were also collected using a FT-Raman RFS100 Bruker system
equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled Ge detector, an Nd:YAG laser line at 1064 nm was
used as an excitation source. In both cases the resolution was 1.0 cm-1 and the accuracy
better than 0.5 cm-1. The morphology of the inverse structures of the titanium oxide samples
were detected by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). SEM analyses of bead and titanium
oxide structures were performed using a Philips XL30 electron microscope operating at 30
kV accelerating voltage. The samples were metallized by sputtering a 3-5 nm thick layer
of gold on the surface. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images were recorded with a stand
alone AFM (SMENA NT-MDT Moscow) operating in air, in intermittent contact mode (25 °C
with relative humidity 55%). Silicon cantilever (NT-MDT NSG10, with a typical curvature
radius of 10 nm tip and a typical resonant frequency 255 KHz) were used. All images are
unfiltered. The topographic images were corrected line-by-line for background trend effects
by removal of the second-order polynomial fitting.
4.2.2 Concentration ratio leading to ordered 3D structures
A crucial point in the mesochain formation is the thermal treatment of TALH/PS films. We
characterized thermally the TALH/PS composites and followed TiO2 skeleton formation by
Raman spectroscopy. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy
(AFM) were used to measure pore size and to detect morphology transformation caused by
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TALH/PS composition and by annealing temperature. The thermal behavior of the compos-
ite during annealing was followed by differential scanning calorimetric analysis (DSC). The
resulting DSC curve is reported in Fig 4.7. Polystyrene thermal processes in air include glass
transition (∼93 °C), melting (240 °C) and combustion (400-450 °C).132 From DSC in air of
TALH/PS composite it turns out that polystyrene burns at 412 °C. On the other hand, TALH
undergoes several endothermic processes in the range 148-240 °C eliminating NH3 and CO2
groups, as emphasized in Fig4.7a, and exothermic reactions in the range 280-320 °C, maybe
due to the combustion of organic ligands. The effects on sample morphology after TALH
endothermic reactions was demonstrated by annealing a set of composite samples at 240 °C
and, in turn, rinsing them in tetrahydrofuran (THF) to remove PS. TALH that has been ther-
mally modified at T ≈ 240 °C will be called MTALH. SEM micrograph of a MTALH sample
after the solvent washing is shown in Fig. 4.7b. It is evident that thermal treatment at 240
°C is sufficient to modify TALH into a periodic skeleton that remain self-standing after PS
removal by solvent. MTALH samples rinsed in THF were analyzed by Raman spectroscopy
at l = 632.8 and 1064 nm. We found that crystalline TiO2 nanoparticles (anatase phase),
smaller than 3 nm, had already formed at 240 °C in air (Fig.4.8, red line)132,141 The organic
TALH residuals in MTALH samples caused an intense luminescence background, exciting
at l =632.8 nm. Exciting at l = 1064 nm, it was not possible to detect any Raman signal
because of the excessive luminescence. The luminescence background almost disappeared
at both excitations only after a thermal ramp to 450 °C in air that removed all organics and
transformed TALH into the TiO2 anatase phase (Fig.4.8, black line). Moreover, nanocrystals
size increased up to 7 nm because of TiO2 nanocrystal sintering.132
The production of nanostructured TiO2 film via TALH/ PS composite deposition is based
on the coating capability of TALH on PS.129 We followed the dependence of the final TiO2
nanostructures on PS coating by TALH that increased until PS surface saturation by varying
in the suspension used for the vertical deposition the mass ratio TALH/PS (R) and keeping PS
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Figure 4.7: (a) Differential scanning calorimetric analysis of a TALH/PS composite: en-
dothermic reactions are reported in a 5× scale; (b) SEM micrograph of R = 2.4 sample after
annealing at 240 °C (MTALH) followed by PS removal by tetrahydrofuran.
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Figure 4.8: RAMAN spectra of R = 2.4 samples. The red line refers to the MTALH sample
after PS removal by THF; the black line refers to the TiO2 sample after 450 °C thermal
treatments.
mass, PS diameter, deposition temperature, and water volume constant.134,138 During the ver-
tical deposition procedure the component concentrations are not constant during film growth,
we considered only films deposited at 12 h, assuming that, in these hours, the concentrations
are only slightly modified. The progressive close-packing of the nanospheres during vertical
deposition is shown in Fig 4.9, where the dynamics of the film’s growth was captured by the
SEM image.
The polystyrene nanospheres arrangement starts from disordered assemblies and goes
through fractal formation toward the maximum hexagonal close packing. The appearance of
this configuration is related to the fact that a correct ratio between PS nanospheres and tita-
nium dioxide precursor is reached by liquid phase evaporation. The ordered part of the film
was easily recognized by sight since TALH/PS film gave opal-like red reflections. Confir-
mation of the importance of the TALH concentration for ordering is given in Fig 4.9b where
the pair correlation function (PCF) is given for samples with a different ratio R. Using the
description given for hard sphere processes„ we saw ordered clustering of PS spheres only
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Figure 4.9: (a) SEM image of close packing dynamics, as revealed by nanosphere arrange-
ment during the vertical deposition of TALH/PS, (b) Profiles extracted from 2D autocor-
relation maps (ACF) plotted in the inset of two details representing the disordered (FR)
and hexagonal close packed (CP) configurations of the sphere array. The positions of the
nanospheres in FR are slightly correlated
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within small windows of analysis, whereas there was no sound evidence of a long correlation
length in the full SEM image, because of various patches present in the outer layer.
TALH/PS films transformed into TiO2 anatase films after annealing at 450 °C showed
well-ordered arrays of macropores whose size was estimated to bee <30% of the PS size
by SEM microphotograph. We observed that R strongly influenced macropore array and
macropore size. The optimum macropore array was achieved at R=3.5 as confirmed by PCF
calculated from the corresponding SEM images as shown in Fig.4.10, where a comparison
with a sample obtained from R ≈ 12 is given. This value of R is almost at the limit for ordered
macropore array generation. The correlation on sample R = 3.5 reveals a characteristic fre-
quency in ordered arrays at ∼350 nm. However, the distance between cavities, also at higher
R, can not be less than 300 nm, giving more evidence of the fact that adsorption of TALH is
confined on the sphere surface. The order conveyed in the 3D structure can be studied for two
superimposed layers directly from the sem image (see Fig.4.10b). The holes resulting from
macropore interconnections were not visible for all the samples in the SEM micrographs.
Anyway, it was possible to pursue this specific analysis for the optimal ratio between PS and
TALH. The coordinates of the characteristic holes left by spheres interconnections have been
analyzed with the same algorithm opal, and a characteristic frequency of ∼380 nm can be
established from PCF peak analysis, both for the first and second layer of the oxide structure.
The pore size trend was collected by varying R (Fig.4.11). The minimum pore size was
observed at R=2.4. This value corresponded to an evident discontinuity of the trend. In this
case, hexagonal macropore array was conserved and resulted in being regularly bordered by
“large mesopores” (∼30 nm). These mesopores seem to be regularly concatenated into each
single shell. They have a chain appearance that we call “mesochain” morphology.
An explanation of the mesochain morphology is proposed in Fig.4.12. As TALH/PS
samples achieved 240 °C, TALH coating, decomposed into TiO2 nanocrystals, mainly ex-
pelling the most hydrophilic groups (NH3,CO2) of TALH. We assume that in the range
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Figure 4.10: Pair correlation function (g(r)) for pattern obtained in condition of optimal ratio
(R=3.5) between nanospheres and titanium dioxide precursor (A), and at higher concentration
of precursor (R=12). In (C), the pair correlation function is calculated among the positions of
resulting macropores in the inverse structure. The persisting correlation in the 3D structure is
evaluated for two superimposed layers directly from the SEM image, by means of a pattern
recognition algorithm. This algorithm recognize the position of the holes in the scaffolds,
within the first two layers from the top.
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Figure 4.11: Pore size of TiO2 samples after annealing at 450 °C, coming from different
TALH/PS ratios (R). The dotted line represents the diameter of the original PS. The dotted
red line highlights the “discontinuity” point in pore diameter. SEM micrographs of the most
significant samples are marked with the corresponding letters of the graph.
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Figure 4.12: Mechanism for the nanochain morphology of R = 2.4 samples. It is presented
as a SEM micrograph of PS/TALH composite self-assembled on glass substrate at T > 90
°C; a model of polystyrene infiltration trough the MTALH coating at 240 °C and consequent
meso-reservoir formations; (3) the resulting mesochain morphology after annealing at 450
°C.
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240-400 °C (after polystyrene MP and before polystyrene combustion), liquid polystyrene
infilled in the hydrophobic MTALH coating consisting of TiO2 nanocrystals, amorphous
TiO2, and organic residuals. In particular, liquid polystyrene flowed trough the MTALH and
was forced to deposit at the original PS junctions by lateral capillary forces.142 We assume
that polystyrene streams were regulated by TiO2 nanocrystal sintering and their concentra-
tion in the MTALH coatings. MTALH coating by R=2.4 was able to trap liquid polystyrene
in sorts of “mesoreservoirs”, immersed in the MTALH coating, and regularly placed at the
original PS junctions. Because the mesoreservoirs subtract polystyrene from melted PS, the
TiO2 inverse structure, reproduced smaller templating beads, thus determining the decrease
in the macropore size. It is significant that some peculiarities also appeared in samples ob-
tained from R=3.5 as shown in the micrograph reported in Fig4.11f. In these samples, the
regular macropore shells are transformed into TiO2 bundles bordering the macropores. The
surfaces of THF-treated MTALH and thermal treated TiO2 samples were compared by AFM
operating in non contact mode. We specifically investigated samples obtained from R=2.4.
Well-ordered shells made of MTALH are shown. MTALH shells, even after THF washing,
seem to be highly dense, maybe because of residual polystyrene.
The morphology of THF-treated MTALH is described by a regular distribution of macro
pores spatially organized but non-well-ordered. Thermally treated samples appear more or-
dered and regular with respect to the MTALH sample, as shown in Fig.4.13a. Macropore
shrinkage after the combustion of organic residuals in MTALH is evident when MTALH is
compared with TiO2 films (Fig.4.13b).
On the other hand, after thermal treatment at 450 °C in an air atmosphere, in the AFM
images, the resulting TiO2 sample results perfectly organized in a close packing structure
with a macropore size of about 125±7 nm (Fig.4.13b), according to the SEM measurements.
Furthermore the TiO2 nanostructures which form in the places of the original PS junctions
form an ordered distribution of nanoclusters whose apparent diameter is ∼25 nm (because of
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Figure 4.13: AFM operating in non contact mode of the surfaces of a R=2.4 sample in (a) the
MTALH form after THF washing and (b) thermal-treated TiO2 sample.
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the tip deconvolution, all the smaller structures always appear to have 20 nm width)
4.2.3 Conclusions
We have shown that PS/TALH colloidal composite can be deposited by a simple fluidic
method on a glass substrate. The composite acts as a “structure director” to fabricate 3D
nanostructured films of anatase TiO2 with hierarchical pore distribution and an unusual meso-
chain morphology. We found that the regular distribution of “large mesopores” strictly de-
pends on a specific composition (TALH/PS ratio = 2.4) of the starting colloidal composite in
water. Ordered mesopores are obtained with high reproducibility and they depend on phys-
ical characteristics (MP, burning temperature) of both the monodisperse beads (PS) and the
TiO2 precursor (TALH). Under annealing, the resulting nanostructured TALH/PS composite
undergoes several transformations until the TiO2 skeleton “freezes” the morphology induced
by thermal treatments. Bimodal porous architecture can be potentially transformed into a
bimodal periodic distribution of active materials (i.e., dyes, conductive polymers, nanoparti-
cles, drugs) incrorporated into the TiO2 skeleton for applications in sensing,143 photocataly-
sis,144,145 and photovoltaic technology.122,125
Chapter 5
Amyloid aggregation
In this chapter the investigation of the aggregation of amyloid peptide Ab40 in microconfined
environment will be presented. Confinement is created by means of a microfluidics connected
to mesoscopic channels and sealed to a freshly-cleaved mica substrate. The microfluidics
mimics the effect of cellular crowding, which delimits the extracellular environment where
aggregation takes place in vivo. We focus on the role of the concentration of Ab40 in the
solution. In section 5.1 the role of the Ab peptide in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer disease
is reviewed. . In section 5.2 the experimental results of the microconfined experiment are
reported. AFM images are recorded for different peptide initial concentration in the supplied
fluid, and a statistical analysis on the aggregate size vs concentration is carried out. In section
the experimental value for the diffusion coefficient of the Ab40 peptide is extracted from the
experimental data.
5.1 Alzheimer disease and Aβ peptide
Alzheimer disease (AD) is defined as a neurodegenerative and age related, with increasing
impact due to exceeded life expectancy. Histological investigations on the brain tissue of
patients affected by AD, reveal the presence of large amounts of neurofibrillary tangles and
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neuritic plaques. Plaques consist of extracellular aggregates of amyloid beta peptides (Ab),
derived from the cleavage of the amyloid precursor protein (APP), an extracellular membrane
protein. These plaques are linked to inflammation and astrogliosis. Tangles arise from intra-
neuronal accumulation of hyperphosphorilated Tau protein, which is involved in binding the
microtubules within the cell146
Generic risk factors, whose susceptibility accounts for 5% of cases, include mutation of
the APP gene on chromosome 21, or in genes encoding for presenilin 1, on chromosome 14.
Presenilin leads to the most aggressive forms of AD, with onset below 30 years old.
Apolipoprotein 4 (APOe4), mainly studied in lipid metabolism, is also involved as a
risk factor for sporadic AD, at early age. APOe4 is associated with increased total serum
cholesterol and probability of arteriosclerosis and coronary disease. Further research is on-
going on the inter-relationship between APOe4 allele and the effect of hypertension, cardiac
dysfunction and diabetes.
The major constituent of the amyloid is the b peptide which varies in length between 39
and 42 aminoacid units. Other proteins are subject to amyloid insoluble product formation
(fibrils and aggregates), among which there are transthyretin, prions and insulin. Apart from
forming these self-assembled secondary structures, all these proteins apparently do not have
similarities in the primary aminoacidic sequence. Amyloidosys involves peptides binding
together by means of electrostatic interactions, leading to aggregates and fibrils.
The β (1-28) peptide is responsible for the α helix soluble parts and the β sheet present
in the insoluble aggregate, whereas the 29-40 residues enhance the hydrophobic interactions
between monomers in the purely aqueous solution.
The β (1-28) peptide in specific trifluoroethanol is 58% and 47% α helix, with the rest
remaining random-coil. The secondary structure of the 29-40 peptide is not significantly
altered by pH. Within the pH 4-7, mixtures of β sheet, α helix and random coil coexist in
solution and are found to be dependent on time and concentration.
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Figure 5.1: The 1BA6 structure of β amyloid peptide reported in the international protein
database PDB, a) the negatively charged residues are localized in three regions at the “base”
of the peptide (Asp1 and Glu3; Asp7 and Glu11, Glu22 and Asp 23). On the left the vertical
dimension of the monomer, if adsorbed flat on mica; b) the hydrophobic domains of the β
peptide standing on the upper side of the molecule. Justification for this adsorption model
is given by the hydrophobic circular patches, visible at very low concentration (fig.5.11)
. These patches achieve the lowest interfacial energy configurations, with respect to water
solvent molecules.
Extensive detail on the molecular structures and change in conformation is provided by
NMR spectroscopy. However the water dissolved solution comprise a mixture of structures,
changing with time, which can not be resolved due to time integration during acquisition.
NMR studies report that the peptide is more likely to interact by means of electrostatic
forces than by hydrophobic interactions.
5.1.1 Amyloid cascade
To describe the amyloid cascade hypothesis, we have to consider all the actors which play
a role in the degradation pathway of the amyloid precursor proteins. Within the disease
symptoms, there is the misfolding of endocellular τ protein. The critical step is considered to
be the formation of the insoluble aggregates5.2.
The proteolysis of APP releases the b peptide in monomeric random coil conformation. In
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Figure 5.2: Pictorial scheme of the amyloid cascade, from amyloid to fibrils. For efficient
diagnosis, effort should focuse on the study and detection of the early amyloid assemblies.
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), the normal concentration of the peptide is in the nanomolar- pico-
molar range. At these concentrations the formation of amyloid b sheet structures is unlikely,
unless in the presence of mediators (glycation, zinc, APOe4) which can promote aggregation
aggregation. The critical step for Amyloidosys is considered to be the formation of the insol-
uble aggregates. Changes in the microenvironment are essentially related to sudden change
of pH at the surface or interface. Ab polymerization can be depleted by specific inhibitors in
form of small molecules, which reduce the aggregation rate.
The monomeric form, whether as a-helix, b-strand, or composition of b turns, is non toxic
as demonstrated also in vivo. The toxicity may be related to the interconversion of soluble a
helical amyloid monomer to oligomeric b sheet structures. The concentration of b amyloid
peptide 1-40 has been related to neurotoxicity in vitro. In animal models, Ab oligomers
seem to interact with the fundamental synaptic mechanism such as long term potentiation,
which is evaluated as an early clinical response. Cytotoxicity studies have found that both the
oligomeric soluble forms of Ab peptide and the protofibrillary/fibrillary deposits are toxic and
may be targets of cure. Fibrils and plaques enhance the oxidative stress mechanism, causing
glial and immune response (inflammation). The amount of plaques has been correlated to
severity of dementia.
As higher molecular weight aggregates and fibrils are resistant to proteolytic attack, pre-
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vention and therapeutic strategies focus on the initial aggregates of b amyloid. Thus, moni-
toring the early stages of the amyloid cascade is crucial.
Although measurements lack in detail about the effective involvement of oligomeric forms,
cognitive improvements reported by patients in Aβ immunization therapy trial, might be due
to decrease in soluble oligomeric Aβ.147 In humans, approximately equal rates of synthe-
sis and turnover (8%) of Aβ per hour is observed in CSF. This rapid turnover indicates that
Aβ levels are dynamics and that decreased clearance is probably a major contributor to Aβ
buildup in brain with aging.
Specific inhibitors target Aβ production and act on the concentration of Aβ peptide within
the brain. These concentration values can be evaluated by specific immunoassays. Results
must be interpreted with criteria to discern the equilibrium between the soluble and the in-
soluble forms, and between the oligomeric assemblies and the total Aβ peptide content. The
mechanism by which oligomers act on the membrane resemble the formation of non selec-
tive membrane pores (permeabilization) and the generation of receptor-dependent signaling
cascades148
All these etiologic theories are confirmed from experiments performed on animal models
repeatedly. Injection of autologous Aβ oligomers extracted and purified from mice brain,
determine the insurgence of long-term memory impairment on healthy rats.
All the in-vitro aggregation experiments reported in literature have been run in bulk so-
lution, or on surface. The confinement has not been addressed directly. Therefore we want
to investigate what is the fate of monomers within microfluidic device, which resembles the
crowded environment present in vivo.
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5.2 Microfluidic experiment for aggregation
We have investigated the self-organization of β-amyloid peptides at solid-liquid interface in
confined fluidic environments with mesoscopic length scale. We create a confined environ-
ment for the incubation of the peptide solution. The microfluidic device was made of a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp attached to a freshly cleaved mica plate (see fig.5.3).
The whole system is sealed with PDMS, leaving open outlets to sustain capillary flow. The
geometry of the fluidic cell can be described as a main circular channel of 120 µm diameter
intersecting perpendicularly an array of side channels whose characteristic section is: width
600 nm and height 180 nm. The volume of each side channel is 0.3 pl, and the total volume
of the fluidic cell is 37 nL, to be compared to 1 µl in a drop cast on a mica plate as in stan-
dard deposition. The latter approach, albeit widely used, does not allow to control the effects
of capillary flow on concentration and deposition rate of the different peptide forms. The
Aβ1-40 solution is confined between the negatively charged hydrophilic mica surface and the
neutral hydrophobic replica of PDMS.
The cell design has been prototyped with finite element modeling (COMSOL Multi-
physics, ver. 3.3a Lund, SE), evaluating flow and concentration profiles in the channels.
Navier Stokes equation, corrected with surface tension term to account for the differences
between mica and PDMS, provide the local pressure acting in the channels. From the result-
ing hydrodynamic flow, we calculate the concentration of the solute (to which is assigned a
net charge equal to −2 at pH=6.5) in the channels at stationary condition. The sequence in
figure 5.3b, shows that the concentration of the peptide in the channel reaches a steady state
at the same initial concentration of the infilling solution in about 1 ms, much earlier than the
incubation time of our experiment. The model indicates that there is a homogeneous solution
at the entrance of the meso channels, with comparable flow and simultaneous infilling time,
thus a homogeneous deposition rate on the surface.
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Figure 5.3: a) (top) Schematic drawing (not in scale) of the microfluidics; (bottom) op-
tical micrograph of the the main channel (diameter = 125µm) and mesoscopic channels
(600× 180nm2) intersecting the main channel at 90°; vertical ruler is 5µm. b) Sequence
of concentration profiles along the channels (top: main channel; bottom: mesoscopic ones)
at t1 = 6 ·10−5 s; t2 = 6.05 ·10−5 s; t3 = 6.1 ·10−5 s; t4 = 4 ·10−4 s
The AFM images in Fig.5.4 show the evolution of the morphology of the aggregates at
different initial concentration. At 6 µM the dominant population consists of globular aggre-
gates whose height is 7-9 nm and the projected area 0,04-0,06 µm2. High Molecular Weight
Oligomers (HMWO) with sizes of 3-5 nm height and 100 nm diameter are present as minority
population at this concentration, possibly disappearing due to their coalescence into globular
aggregates. The number density of HMWO is much lower with respect to the bulk solution.
At 4,8 µM, the fraction of large aggregates is considerably smaller and is comparable to the
one of HMWO. At concentrations below 4 µM , HMWOs are dominant and the large globular
aggregates are absent. Conversely, HMWOs are formed even in very diluted microenviron-
ments (3 and 1,2 µM ). These oligomers emerge from, or are embedded in, a thin film of
peptides. This suggest oligomers form and coexist with adsorbed peptides in a thin film. The
film is discontinuous and exhibits voids, whose mean height is 1-2 nm. At 0,24 µM mostly
small oligomers are present. This sequence shows that the larger aggregates are stabilized by
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c) d)
e) f)
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Figure 5.4: AFM images of the amyloid oligomers adsorbed within the mesoscopic channels
SC at different initial concentration; a) 0.1µM, b) 0.24µM , c) 0.6µM, d) 1µM, e) 2µM, f)
3µM, g) 4.8µM, h) 6µM
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confinement at higher concentration of the peptide, by the onset of a coalescence process at
expenses of the small ones.
The evolution of the size distribution (height and lateral size) of the aggregates is quanti-
tatively analyzed in Fig.5.5 and 5.6, to yield information about the populations of aggregates.
There is a correlation between the features of the height and lateral size histograms. The
decrease of oligomers population with concentration is obvious only at higher concentration.
The class of oligomers formed at submicromolar concentration exhibits similar height with
the oligomers formed at the concentrations close to 1µm. Nevertheless, the histogram of the
diameters shows the absence of globular aggregates at lower concentrations and the formation
of small oligomers at submicromolar concentrations. The fact that the height of the oligomers
seems to reach a stable value for lower concentrations, while the diameter continues to de-
crease suggests that the aggregation arises at the surface rather than in solution.
The histograms are fit with a linear combination of gamma distributions (p[1] ·dgamma(x,k1, θ1)+
p[2] ·dgamma(x,k2, θ2)+(1− p[1]− p[2]) ·dgamma(x,k3, θ3)), where dgamma(x,k1, θ1) = xk−1 exp(−x/θ)Γ(k)θk
is the probability density function (pdf) of each gamma distribution. Fitting parameters are
populations fractions p[1,2] and some of the distribution parameters. For each fit, we use
three functions of the basis set, with four independent parameters at the most. In order to
limit the fitting parameters, we start from the lowest concentration, the best fit k, θ found
are then fixed, and the fitting iterated to the histograms at higher concentrations adding one
gamma pdf function at a time.
Figure 5.7 shows the variation of the four populations as a function of concentration. At
submicromolar concentration the majority population is represented by LMWO that rapidly
decrease with increasing concentration, disappearing for C0>5 µM. Small oligomers repre-
sent a minority population at submicromolar concentration, then they increase above micro-
molar concentration reaching a plateau and then disappearing at concentration higher than
4-5 µM. HMWO are formed above micromolar concentrations concurrently with the disap-
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Figure 5.5: Histograms of the aggregates diameters as revealed by threshold and statistical
analysis on the AFM images. The population fitting is provided with mixtures of gamma
distributions.
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Figure 5.6: Histograms of the mean height of the aggregates’ populations. The height is
measured above the threshold level, and does not include the first monolayer of peptide.
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Figure 5.7: Trends of the population diameter with the initial concentration C0 at the inlet of
the microfluidic cell.
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pearance of LMWO. At concentration between 2-3 µM a steady-state seems to be reached
with LMWO and small oligomers coexisting in equilibrium with HMWO. Globular aggre-
gates start to appear for a concentration above 3 µM which indeed seems to be critical for the
onset of elongation. The increase of globular aggregates is correlated to the disappearance of
the LMWO and small aggregate populations.
This process is governed by coalescence or other coarsening process as Ostwald ripening.
This evolution demonstrates the coexistence of four populations. Nucleation of oligomers is
an initial step, but it is the reservoir of smaller size oligomers that governs the growth of the
larger aggregates towards proto-fibrils. Our experiment tells us that the concentration is a
crucial experimental parameter. Microfluidics setup not only mimics the effect of crowding,
but also guarantees a steady-state local concentration and a constant deposition rate, with-
out which would not be possible to draw quantitative correlations a systematic variation of
concentration.
5.3 Kinetic analysis of the smallest stable oligomer
We now adopt a kinetic model of nucleation for interpreting the experimental data in Section
5.2, with the aim to extract the critical size of the nucleus, viz. the size of the smallest stable
oligomer starting the amyloid aggregation, and the diffusion coefficient of Aβ40. Here ther-
modynamic considerations do not apply as the nucleation is largely heterogeneous (occurring
on the adsorbed first monolayer) and governed by the diffusion rate inside the channel and
on the mica surface. The coarsening/coalescence event observed for highest concentrations
is not kept into account, so only the nucleation and growth part of the amyloid cascade can
be effectively described. In this regime, the growth rate of aggregates becomes149
dCa/dt = kgrowthCnnm (5.1)
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where Ca is the aggregate density at the surface, is kgrowth the effective growth rate of a
nucleus, Cn is the density of nuclei at the surface.
The rate at which the monomer density on the surface changes is:
dnm(t)/dt = −kgrowthCnnm−
ν∑
n=2
kass,nCn−1(t)Cm(t) +
n−1∑
n=2
kdiss,nCn(t) + Jdi f fC0t½ (5.2)
where nm is the density of monomer at the surface, Cm the concentration in the solution, J
the rate of growth of the aggregates, kass, kdiss are the rates of association/dissociation of
nuclei with size smaller or equal to the critical nucleus size ν− 1. The last term to the right
represents the deposition rate governed by the diffusion, as derived from the expression of
Lang and Coates (1976)150
nm(t) =C0/MW · (4Dt/p)½ = 2Jdi f fC0t½ (5.3)
C0 is the concentration of the solution in the reservoir, that we assume to be kept constant
also in the channel (viz. the local concentration in the channel Cm(t) = C0) We assume a
quasi-equilibrium in the nucleation/dissociation of unstable nuclei, such that the two central
terms on the right hand side sum up to zero:
kass,nCn−1Cm = kdiss,nCn for n = 2...ν (5.4)
By inserting eq.5.4 into eq. 5.2, we obtain:
dnm(t)/dt = −kgrowthCnnm(t)− ke f fnucl,νCn +
1
2
Jdi f f · C0t½ (5.5)
where ke f fnucl,ν represents the effective rate for nucleation. Upon integration, the time evolution
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of nm becomes:
nm(t) = −[1− exp(−kgrowthCnt)]
ke f fnucl,ν
kgrowth
+
Jdi f f
2
C0
t∫
0
exp(−kgrowthCnt)
t½
dt (5.6)
which can be written as:
nm(t) = −[1− exp(−kgrowthCnt)]
ke f fnucl,ν
kgrowth
+
1
2
(
pi
kgrowthCn
)½Jdi f fC0erf(−kgrowthCnt)½ (5.7)
where erf(x) is the Error function151
Conserving the first term of the Taylor expansion, (erf(kgrowthCnt)½ = 2√pi (kgrowthCnt)
½),
i.e. at short times with respect to 1/(kgrowthCn), eq. 5.7 becomes:
nm(t) = −ke f fnucl,νKeqCν0t+ Jdi f fC0t½ (5.8)
We have assumed in eq.5.8 that the nuclei are at equilibrium with the monomer in the
solution:
Cn = KeqCν0 (5.9)
Eq. 5.8 represents well the conditions is the concentration of the monomer pool that is our
experimental variable in Sect. 5.3. The total volume Vm of Aβ40 adsorbed on the surface
turns out to be proportional to
Vm(t,C0) ∝ nm +Ca +Cn (5.10)
Vm(t,C0) ∝ ke f fnucl,νKeqCν0t+ Jdi f fC0t½ +KeqCν0 (5.11)
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Figure 5.8: Total volume of aggregates deposited on the mica wall of the microfluidic device,
after 24 hours. See Sect.5.2. The fitting was done with eq.??. The best fit suggests a nucleus
size comprised between 2 and 5 peptide units.
The right hand side of eq.5.11 is proportional to the volume adsorbed on the surface that
we measure from the AFM images, and plot in Fig.5.8. .
It is now possible to extract the value of the stable nucleus size ν fitting the concentration-
dependence of the mass/volume of adsorbed peptide vsC0 with eq.5.11, expressed as Vtot(C0)∝
ACν0 + BC0. At low concentration, the diffusive term eq.?? is dominant. In fig.5.8 we show
the deposited volume vs C0 after 24 hrs. We disregarded from the histograms in Sect. 5.3 the
largest size populations, as influenced by coalescence.
Best fit parameters are A24h ' 5.3 ·106, B24h'2.5×103,ν = 6. Thus, we infer that within
the approximation of our model the smallest stable Aβ40 oligomer is the hexamer.
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5.4 Microconfined adsorption experiment to obtain diffu-
sion coefficient
The rate of adsorption in the case of low-concentration solutions, when the steady-state con-
centration profile C(x,z) has been established, can be written as:152
∂Γ/∂t = D ·∂C/∂y|z=0 = k(x)Cb (5.12)
where Γ is the interfacial concentration, D is the diffusion coefficient, Cb is the concen-
tration in the bulk solution and k(x) is the kinetic constant of the overall process (including
adsorption) at coordinate x. The extensive process is expressed in terms of the concentration
of solution at distance x from the microchannel inlet (C(x,0)), by means of the adsorption
kinetic constant at the interface kA
k(x)Cb(x,y) = kAC(x,0) (5.13)
In case of the fully transport-controlled process (C(x,0) = 0), the kinetic constant k at
distance x from the entrance of the channel depends only on diffusion D and convection, ex-
pressed by the wall shear rate γ. According to Léveque (1928) its expression is kLev(x) =
0.538(D2γ/x)1/3.153 When adsorption is controlled only by the interfacial reaction, the ki-
netic constant k is equal to kA and practically does not depend on x. For a given solute
diffusion coefficient, the higher the adsorption kinetic constant, kA, the larger the interfacial
depletion. The depletion d(x) of solute at the interface is defined as:
d(x) = 1−C(x,0)/Cb (5.14)
The steady-state adsorption rate is related to the slope of C(x, z) at the wall, therefore we
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obtain:
∂Γ(x, t)/∂t = D · (Cb−C(x,0))/δ(x) = k(x)Cb (5.15)
where δ(x) is the thickness of the depletion layer in function of the coordinate x. When
approaching the Léveque limit (d→ 1), k(x) kA, while for the opposite case of negligible
depletion k(x)→ kA. The Damkohler number, Da = kA/ 〈v〉, where 〈v〉 is the average velocity
of the fluid, is used as a criterion to separate the domains of control by the interfacial reaction
(Da << 1) and by transport (Da >> 1), especially in studies concerning porous media.
The experimental determination of the adsorption kinetic constant kA has three major
sources of difficulties: (1) mass transport, to take into account with simple geometries of
rectangular channels or circular tubes, (2) steric hindrance at the interface, which can be lim-
ited by using low-concentration solutions, and (3) determination of low interfacial concen-
tration, which requires very sensitive techniques, usually using radioactive or fluorescently
labeled molecules like in the total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) technique. Opti-
cal techniques such as surface plasmon resonance and optical waveguide lightmode spec-
troscopy (OWLS) provide the means to measure low interfacial concentrations without la-
beled molecules. Atomic force microscopy gives the necessary microscopic detail to discern
between similar aggregate conformations, which are relevant from biologic point of view, but
which are indistinguishable with other intensity based measurement.
The general expression to derive the constant k(x) in function of kA is not easily accessi-
ble and depends on hydrodynamic calculations154 , it appears preferable to have kA obtained
experimentally from measurement of k(x). Good approximations of the theoretical descrip-
tion can be obtained at the two limits (transport controlled or interfacial reaction). the total
resistance (time) of the adsorption process is the sum of one resistance due to the transport
and the other resistance due to the interfacial reaction. The following approximations are
reported154
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k−1 = k−1Lev + 0.684k
−1
A transport controlled (5.16)
k−1 = 0.827k−1Lev + k
−1
A interfacial reaction (5.17)
If no coupling between transport and the interfacial reaction is considered, both the previous
equalities can be comprised into: k−1 = k−1A + k
−1
Lev
Although employing a strong assumption on the uniformity of the depletion layer, it is
admitted to deduce kA from calculated kLev and experimental k(x), by means of a two pa-
rameter fit, in D and kA:
k = kA/D2/3 · [(u′−D2/3)(0.451u′−D2/3)/(−0.625u′+D2/3)] (5.18)
with u′ = k(x/γ)1/2/0.538 = uD2/3. The application of the fit to the adsorption data of the
Aβ40 on mica in microconfined channels, provides two parameters: the diffusion coefficient
D and the adsorption kinetic constant kA, with given buffer and pH of the solution.
The adsorption of monomers and aggregates of different dimensions was recorded by
AFM images on the mica side of the microfluidic device, in correspondence of the main
125µm channel and the lateral 600 nm mesoscopic channels. See fig. (5.9,5.10,5.11,5.12).
The time at which AFM image was taken, was set at 1, 5, 10, 30 minutes, to obtain a snapshot
of the initial stages of peptide adsorption. The time resolution achievable with this method is
not comparable with the standard fluorescence techniques, however the quantification of mass
and the characterization of the oligomer morphologies is taking a considerable advantage
from the nanometric resolution provided by scanning probe microscopy.
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1 min 5 min
10 min 30 min
Figure 5.9: AFM time shots of amyloid oligomers adsorbed in the main channel (diameter
125 µm), initial concentration C0 = 1µM
1 min 5 min
10 min 30 min
Figure 5.10: AFM time shots of amyloid oligomers adsorbed in the main channel (diameter
125 µm), initial concentration C0 = 5µM
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Figure 5.11: AFM time shots of amyloid oligomers adsorbed in the lateral mesoscopic chan-
nel (width 600 nm), initial concentration C0 = 1µM
1 min 5 min
10 min 30 min
Figure 5.12: AFM time shots of amyloid oligomers adsorbed in the lateral mesoscopic chan-
nel (width 600 nm), initial concentration C0 = 5µM
The adsorption kinetic data, expressed in terms of volume of the peptide on the mica
surfaces is summarized in fig , where I reported the results obtained in the main channel
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(MC) and in the side channels (SC) after incubation with two different initial concentrations
at the inlet (1µM and 5µM).
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Figure 5.13: Adsorption of β amyloid peptide on the mica wall of the microfluidic cell. The
diffusion coefficient can be determined taking into account the concentration profiles induced
at the main (MC) and mesoscopic (SC) channels, during the initial stages of adsorption (see
text). The linear fit between the measured adsorption and the shear characteristic of the flow,
allow us to calculate diffusivity of 1.57×10−7cm s−1
Within the microfluidic environment, the presence of buffer, employed to reach equilib-
rium of the pH in bulk solution, does influence the adsorption rate and the morphology of
the aggregate discovered on the surface as it is possible to evince from the adsorption curves
obtained for the side channels in experiment performed with phosphate buffer concentration
raised to 1x, instead of 0.1x generally adopted in the other run.
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1 min 5 min
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Figure 5.14: AFM time shots of amyloid oligomers adsorbed in the lateral mesoscopic chan-
nel (width 600 nm), initial concentration C0 = 1µM, in PBS buffer solution with dilution
1x.
1 min 5 min
10 min 30 min
Figure 5.15: AFM time shots of amyloid oligomers adsorbed in the lateral mesoscopic chan-
nel (width 600 nm), initial concentration C0 = 5µM, in PBS buffer solution with dilution
1x.
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Figure 5.16: Adsorption of β amyloid peptide on the mica wall of the microfluidic cell. in
presence of PBS buffer solution, diluted 1x. The total volume adsorbed is sensibly higher,
due to the presence of saline buffer.
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Appendix A
Photolithography
Optical photolithography may be modeled taking into account the following points:
Aerial image
Predicts the image of partially coherent diffraction limited projection (possibly distorted
due to aberration). Careful consideration must be given to image defocusing throughout the
resist film. Phase-shifting masks vary the phase of incident waves.
Prebake. Thermal decomposition of photoresist reactive compound during prebake can be
described by 1st order kinetic model (change in the optical properties of the photoresist)
Exposure kinetics and post exposure bake.
Concentration of photo active compound. Diffusion of photoactive compound have effect
on the solubility of the polymer resin in the positive resist. In chemically amplified resist
deblocking chemistry affect polymer matrix, after generation of the acid catalytic compound.
Development and photoresist kinetics
Rate of dissolution of photoresist relative to chemical composition of developer. Gener-
ally an empirical data file is provided for development rate.
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A.1 Aerial image formation
Diffraction theory apply to image formation. Fig. A.1 and Fig. A.2 show a scheme of light
path and numerical apertures.
x
y
z
Light
Source
Condenser
Length
Mask Objective
lens
Photoresist
x′
y′
Figure A.1: Light path for projection photolithography
Scalar diffraction theory was used in 1882 by Kirchoff. Considering a reference coordi-
nate system in the plane of the mask (x,y), the electric field transmitted across the mask is
defined as m(x,y). The electric field at the entry of the objective lens is the Fourier transform
of the m(x,y).
E(x′,y′) =
∫ ∫
m(x,y)e−2pii( fxx+ fyy)dxdy (A.1)
, where x′, y′ are the coordinate in a plane just before the objective lens, fx = x′/λz and
fy = y′/λz are spatial frequencies and z is the distance from the mask to the objective lens.
The numerical aperture NA equals the size of the maximum angle for diffracted ray, ad-
mitted by the lens.
At the end of the objective lens path, we have a transmittance field anti-transformed by
the lens, of the intensity entering the numerical aperture. The pupil function Pis defined to
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z
Mask Objective
lens
Photoresist
α
NA = z sinα
Figure A.2: Numerical aperture definition
calculate this intensity, and we have P = 1 inside the NA, and P = 0 everywhere else. The
aerial image is the intensity distribution at the wafer top.
A.1.1 Aberrations
Aberrations can be defined as deviation of the real behavior of an optical system from the
ideal one. Lens are designed according to linearized Snell’s approximation law of small
angles; therefore they introduce a systematic aberration in the aerial image.
Mathematically, aberrations are described as the difference in phase (or path difference)
of the actual light wavefront compared to ideal wavefront predicted by Fourier equation
(eq.A.1). Phase errors are calculated according to the Zernike polynomial (36 terms) for-
mula, as a function of the radial position R and the angle θ.
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A.2 Scalar model to calculate aerial image
In lithography, the mask image is projected on the photoresist. The propagation of the image
into the resist can be modeled using different approximations. For reasonably thin photoresist
film (< 1µm), the intensity within the film is described as I(x,z) = Ii(x)IS (z), where Ii(x) is
the aerial image (depending on the x,y coordinate) and IS (z) is the standing wave normal to
the film (which depends on the coordinate z perpendicular to the film).
The image propagating through the film changes focus continuously. First-order scalar
model to account for defocus is written as a function of the real part of the refraction index of
the photoresist. δ(z) = δ0 +z/n, where δ is defocus and n is the real part of the refraction index
of the photoresist. The intensity field becomes I(x,z) = Ii(x, δ(z))IS (z), with the assumption
of normally incident plane waves.
In the high numerical aperture scalar model, light propagating into the resist can be de-
scribed as superposition of plane waves traveling through the resist in different directions.
Supposing to expose the photoresist directly (without the mask), the standing wave intensity
can be determined with the formula:
E(z) =
τapEa(e−i2pin
r
pz/λ+ρpsτ
2e−i2pin
r
pz/λ)
1 +ρapρpsτ2D
(A.2)
where subscripts refer to the three phases respectively: air (a), photoresist (p) and substrate
(s).
n j (complex index of refraction) n j = nrj− ik j
τi j (transmission coefficients from component i to j) τi j = 2ni/(ni +n j)
ρi j (reflection coefficients from component i to j) ρi j = (ni−n j)/(ni +n j)
τD (internal transmittance) τD = e−i2pinpD/λ
D (photoresist thickness)
Absorption is taken into account through the imaginary part of the index of refraction
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since a = 4pik/λ.
A.2.1 Photoresist exposure kinetics
The kinetic of photoresist modification is specifically dependent on light absorption phenom-
ena. Description of absorption may be given in macroscopic or microscopic detail.
On the macroscopic level, absorption is described by Lambert Beer laws, linear rela-
tionship between absorbance and the concentration (times the path length) of the absorbing
species.
dI
dz
= −αI
where I is the intensity of light in the z direction, and α the absorption coefficient. In homo-
geneous media I(z) = Io exp(−Abs(z)). Lambert - Beer validity should be verified over range
of interest of concentration, since the real part of absorption coefficient changes partially with
concentration.
On microscopic level, absorption process may be thought of as photons causing elec-
trons to be promoted to high energy states, leading eventually to chemical reactions. For the
photoactive compound, absorption of UV light leads to chemical conversion of photoactive
compound M to product P, through the active state M∗. For example, the chemistry of dia-
zonaftoquinone which at the base of the positive photoresist AR P 3210 adopted for process
leading to microchannels reported in fig.2.3)
M
UV→ P M k1k2 M∗
k3→ P
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Figure A.3: Mechanism for diazonaftoquinone
First order reaction mechanism apply:
dM/dt = k2M∗− k1M (A.3)
dM∗/dt = k1M− (k2 + k3)M∗ (A.4)
dP/dt = k3M∗ (A.5)
Stationary condition (M∗(t = 0) = 0 = P(t = 0); M(t = 0) = M0) imply that M∗ transforms
into P at the same rate as M undergoes transformation into M∗(i.e. dM/dt = 0). Then:
dM/dt = −((k1k3)/(k1 + k3)) ·M⇒ M = M0 exp(−Kt) (A.6)
Constant K is found experimentally to be proportional to the intensity of the exposure
radiation.
The coupled equations of first-order kinetics of the photoactive compound M and the
propagation of light through the absorbing media are:
dm
dt
=CIm
dI
dz
= −αI (A.7)
The solution of this system consists in obtaining I and m in recursive times steps, up to the
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exposure time, assuming intensity constant within the time step.
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